PRIZEGIVING
A CELEBRATION OF EXCELLENCE
What more invigorating way could there be to start the new
year than with an inspiring talk from an Old Wilsonian? As part
of our Prize Giving ceremonies, Old Wilsonian Martin Hemming
gave an entertaining account of his life. A well respected
journalist and currently Acting Travel Editor of The Sunday
Times, he regaled us with tales of his more peculiar journalistic
endeavours and explained how his career has been shaped by
his experiences at Wilson’s. His English lessons, experience
as a prefect and enthusiastic B team footballer, along with his
travels with the school, helped him on his journey from shy 11
year old to a confident young man. His overall message - that
you do not always know, or need to know where life will take
you, because inspiration will come when you least expect it –
was reassuring to the very many boys and old boys in the John
Jenkins Hall.
Every year, we try to make sure that our Prize Giving
ceremonies are truly joyful events – not boring or stuffy. It’s a
chance for students and recent leavers to celebrate success in

a huge range of fields, from subject prizes (for students
who consistently demonstrate hard work and dedication to
the subject, exploiting their natural talent and enthusiasm)
to prizes for sport, music, CCF, chess, intellectual creativity
and examination performance. Speeches from boys about
all aspects of school life are complemented by musical
performances. This year the Brass Ensemble began both
events with a rousing rendition of Pavane ‘La Bataille’ by
Susato.
Many of the prizes have been endowed by old boys and
former parents and this event gives a strong sense of the rich
history of the school. An important feature of both events is
the awarding of form prizes for pupils who have consistently
demonstrated kindness and who have worked in various ways
to improve the experience that their fellow students have at
school. Many thanks to all of the speakers and to the Brass
Ensemble as well as Jonathan Coombe and Max Robbins who
were both first-rate soloists.
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

13 & 14 January

CCF SAA/Silver DofE Training Weekend
•

15 - 19 January - Year 10 exam week

•

Wednesday 17 January - EARLY FINISH
FOR STUDENTS (1.05 PM)

•

Wednesday 17January - Year 7 soloists’
evening (7pm)

•

Friday 19 January - Y8 PFA Cake Sale
(3.05 pm)

•

20 & 21 January
CCF SAA/Bronze DofE Training Weekend

•

Monday 22 January - Used Uniform Sale
(3.45 pm)

•

Monday 22 January - Charity Cake Bake
Competition

Non sibi sed omnibus

Wilson’s Update

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Contact Details
Parents are requested to let the School
Office know very promptly about changes
in contact details (i.e. telephone numbers
and postal addresses).

Pictured above: Martin Hemming

Pictured above: School Captain, Owen Child

WILSON’S SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
THE WINNERS ARE ANNOUNCED
Many fascinating entries to this competition were received
by the Science Department, and they would like to
thank everyone who took part. Deciding on the winning
photographs was an extremely difficult task with so many
excellent photographs to choose from. However, after much
deliberation, the winners were as follows:
1st place
2nd place
3rd place

Will Higgs 		
Aadam Arain		
Arjun Uthayathasan

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Lichen
Leopard & zebra
Red sun

The winning photographs can be seen here and the highly
commended entries can be viewed at http://www.wilsons.
school/dept/science/Photo%20Competition/ or via the Quick
Links box on the front page of the website.

Rohan Suseelan, 7H
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Aadam Arain, 8G

Rohan was nominated for his continued
efforts to organise his form group and
to keep their form room neat and tidy
in preparation for the Form Tidiness
Competition.

Kuba Rainko, 8H
Kuba was nominated for being very
helpful in collecting belongings for an
injured classmate at very short notice.

Will Higgs 10C

Arjun Uthayathasan , 8G

SIMON SINGH - THE SIMPSONS' WILSON’S SCHOOL CCF
MATHEMATICAL SECRETS
OFFICERS MESS AND ALUMNI
by Tony Lin and Ferruccio Animali
ANNUAL DINNER
On Thursday 30 November, Simon Singh gave a talk on the
Simpsons' Mathematical Secrets to students from both Wilson’s
and Wallington High School for Girls.

Before discussing the Simpsons, Mr Singh talked about
Fermat’s Last Theorem, a monster of a problem in Maths that
was for many centuries unsolved. Andrew Wiles, after studying
for 27 years, finally came up with a proof for Fermat’s Last
Theorem many years after Fermat’s death.
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Simon then went on to talk about the Simpsons; the talk was
compelling and fascinating. He explained that, unnoticed, the
writers of the infamous TV series cunningly insert interesting
maths into the series. This can be seen looking at the
picture below, taken from a scene in the Simpsons.

In the picture, Homer Simpson is writing out equations on the
board. This is a solution to Fermat’s Last Theorem, a topological
problem and an equation involving gravity and the speed of
light. The middle equation is actually a very near miss that
disproves that a power can be the sum of two others. This
scene was published before Wiles proved Fermat’s Last
Theorem, proving the writers were far ahead of their time.

Between the end of term and Christmas there was just time for the
Annual CCF Dinner at the Union Jack Club.
This year the Vice President of the Mess Committee was Lt Susan
Newing, whose role on the night seems simple enough - proposing
The Loyal Toast along with a toast to the CCF. However, she
also arranged the whole event, booked the venue, organised the
invitations and publicised the event. A splendid job she did too.
The night began with a drinks reception followed by a formal dinner
with speeches. It was fantastic to see so many former cadets,
officers and friends of the unit. We were pleased to be joined
by Col Ken Peacock, the long-serving, outgoing Senior Army
Recruiting Officer for London. Maj Burton thanked him for the great
service he had performed for generations of Wilson’s boys. The
top table also included: Col Ian Dennison, Col Cadets for London
District; the Headmaster, Mr Cole; Mr Craine from HQ London
District and also Karl Loftus, our attached Senior NCO from the
CTT, the RSM of the Cadet Training Team and Corporal of Horse.
The guest of Honour was Lt Col Andy Gooch (RE) OW who spoke
with good humour about his time in the army and how he felt his
time at Wilson’s, and in the CCF in particular, had prepared him for
it. The CCF are delighted that he has been confirmed as Wilson’s
Reviewing Officer for the Biennial Inspection later this year.

MONDAY 22nd January 2017

House points for :
•Best tasting cake
• Best looking cake
• House that raises most money
•Teacher Bake
HOME BAKES ONLY – BY STUDENT

Following desserts and coffee, the party retired to the bar to
reminisce and catch up with old friends.
It was a splendid evening and great to see 50 old boys, friends of
the unit and mess members all in one place. It is hoped that the
unit will build on this year’s success and see even more guests
next year.

After a round of questions, the lecture finished. It was very
thought-provoking and made us look at the Simpsons in a
different light.

READATHON
All money raised will go towards the publishing of Wilson’s boys’ books for
children in impoverished regions of Ghana’

THIS HALF TERM – READ TWO BOOKS FROM THE BOOK LIST

Pictured above: Ferruccio Animali, Tony Lin and Simon Singh

Pictured above: CCF dinner at the Union Jack Club

WILSON’S BLITZ CHESS
CHAMPIONSHIPS
18 chess aficionados took part in the second Wilson’s Blitz
Chess Championships at the end of the Autumn term.
Blitz chess is a very rapid form of the game where a match
normally lasts less than 10 minutes. Thus in the course of
only 90 minutes, participants played 8 games. Participants
varied from first team players down to novice year 7s.
Initially results went with seeding, but then upsets started
occurring. Nivjesh Aravinthan from the fourth team beat
both Shavindra Jayasekera and Akash Gupta from the
second team. Arenkan Kularaj from the third team drew with
our top player, Tharshan Kuhendiran. Padmesh Ayyappan,
not yet in any team, beat various team players. After
the 8 rounds we had a tie, with Ryan Eaw and Tharshan
Kuhendiran both on 7 out of 8, ahead of fellow first team
players Kevin Gu (6/8) and Henry Yu (5/8). A tense play
off saw Tharshan win and take the title of Wilson’s Blitz
Champion 2017. Next up is the National Blitz final on 25
February, at which two Wilson’s teams will be participating.

SPORTS NEWS
Football Team of the Week
There were some good performances to start off the year against
Sutton. The 2nd XI recorded a 5-1 win while the U12B gained a
clean sheet in a good 2-0 win. There were three A team victories
for the U13, U14 and U15 teams and it is the U15A that win team
of the week for a determined performance in beating Sutton 3-2.

Football Player of the Week
Ethan Baddeliyanage and Ted St Clair-Gray both excelled in
saving two penalties, while Conrad Essilfie-Conduah went goal
crazy scoring four goals for the 2nd XI. Luke Griffiths scored a
vital goal for the U14Bs as they recovered from 3-1 down to draw
3-3. Player of the week is Yusuf Hussain who put in a complete
performance for the U15A with two excellent goals.

Top Goal Scorer Chart
Guy Rogers				
George Folaju				
Yusuf Hussain				
Dubem Eze				

19
19
16
15

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Saturday 6 January
Wilson’s vs. Sutton
1st XI lost 0 - 2
2nd XI won 5 - 1
3rd XI drew 2 - 2
U15A won 3 - 2
U15B won 3 - 1
U14A won 3 - 1
U14B drew 3 - 3
U13A won 4 - 2
U13B drew 2 - 2
U12A lost
0-4
U12B won 2 - 0

Chess Result
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Wilson’s A beat Wilson’s B

4.5 – 1.5

A team winners: Tharshan Kuhendiran (L6),
Ryan Eaw (U6), Kevin Gu (U6), Samino
Fernando (Yr 11)
B team winner: Akash Gupta (L6)

Pictured above: Blitz Play Off

Pictured above: Guy Rogers and Foloju Oladipupo-George

OXBRIDGE OFFERS - SCHOOL RECORD!
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
At Wilson’s we expect all of our boys to aim high in
all they do. By the time they enter the Sixth Form,
most (though not at all) of our students begin the
process of identifying the university which they feel
will best suit them. This time of year is a gratifying
one for staff and boys alike, as they begin to receive
a whole raft of offers from the very best universities.
Each year a number of boys choose to apply to
Oxford or Cambridge and we are delighted to
announce a school record in this area, with thirty
one offers being made for a wide range of courses
at a wide range of colleges.

Whilst we have welcomed the rigour of the
new GCSEs and A levels, curriculum reform
has inevitably presented significant challenges
for schools, not least a significant increase in
workload. The determination of the staff has not
wavered and they have continued to provide first
rate support to boys whatever path they may
choose.
Our congratulations to boys, staff and parents
alike.

Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

20 & 21 January

CCF SAA/Bronze DofE Training Weekend
•

Monday 22 January - Used Uniform Sale
(3.45 pm)

•

Monday 22 January - Charity Cake Bake
Competition

•

Monday 22 January - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 pm)

•

Tuesday 23 January - Higher Education
Evening (7.00 pm)

•

Thursday 25 January - Year 13 Parents’
Evening (4.00 pm)

•

Friday 26 January - Year 11 Final Option
Forms Issued
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Cold Weather
Pupils should dress appropriately for the
cold weather, wearing a smart dark plain
coat or jacket to and from school as well
as hat, gloves and scarf as appropriate.

Pictured above: Twenty five of our thirty one offer holders.

PSHE UPDATE
PSHE is a very important part of your son’s education as it
deals with Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education
and looks at aspects of life that are not always covered during
academic studies at Wilson’s. The aim is to provide students
with a diverse range of challenging topics that will allow them
to leave Wilson’s as well-rounded, caring and empathetic
young men. Where possible the students are asked for their
opinions and thoughts on the topics studied in order to make
the course of study as relevant as possible to them. We aim
to bring in as many specialists as possible to deliver specific
topics to the boys.

BRITISH MATHS OLYMPIAD
RESULTS
Eleven Wilson’s pupils sat this very tough 3 1/2 hour test.
There were some fantastic results. In particular, Rubaiyat
Khondaker in year 11 with a score of 51/60 was in the top 50 in
the country, as well as the top score in the school. Shavindra
Jayasekera (U6) with 48/60 was also in the top 100 scores in
the country. Both Rubaiyat and Shavindra have automatically
qualified for the even tougher British Maths Olympiad 2.
Gabriel Cairns (U6) with a score of 35/60 completed a trio
who all gained distinctions. Luke Patel (U6) also performed
impressively with a score of 26/60.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Our congratulations to all those who sat this test.

In order for parents to be kept up-to-date on what their sons
have been studying, it was thought to be helpful to give
details of what your son looked at last term and what is in
store this term.
This link will show you what will be studied this term.
http://www.wilsons.school/dept/pshe/index.html#spr2018
And this is what your son studied last term
http://www.wilsons.school/dept/pshe/index.html#aut2017
If you ever have any questions relating to PSHE, please don’t
hesitate to contact Mr Sturt, PSHE Co-ordinator, by email on
ads@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk.

Rubaiyat Khondaker, 11G

Shavindra Jayasekera, U6
Jerome Fernando, 7D and
Jake Phelps-Gardiner, 7B
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Chess Result
National Cup
Wilson’s D lost to Reigate GS A 				
2- 4

Jerome and Jake were nominated for
helping another pupil in the Year Group
who was clearly suffering and in pain!

Victory for William Boulanger (Y9) and Ugas
Jeyakanth (Y8)

Nikhil Patel, 8G
Nikhil was nominated for demonstrating
a huge improvement in diligence over
the first term of the year.
William Boulanger

Ugas Jeyakanth

BRITISH PHYSICS OLYMPIAD
Last term, Upper Sixth Physicists had the opportunity to sit
competitions organised by the British Physics Olympiad, an
annual competition which stretches students with challenging
Physics problems, requiring them to “think outside the box”
as well as use their maths skills in a Physics context. Many
students opted to enter the A2 Challenge, and the most
successful candidates from this challenge sat Round 1 of the
Physics Olympiad in November. We are delighted to announce
that this year has been our most successful round of entries into
the Olympiad, with all four participants obtaining Gold and Silver
Awards:
Name			Award
Kevin Gu		
Gold
Tom Lowe		
Gold
Oscar Watts		
Silver
Rohit Prabhu		
Silver
This term, students in the Lower Sixth and Year 11 will have an
opportunity to enter into Physics Olympiad competitions for their
year groups. These are a fantastic opportunity for students to
stretch their Physics beyond the requirements of the exam, and
we would encourage anyone who is interested to give it a go!

JOSEPH CHANDLER PLAYS
WITH THE LONDON
SCHOOLS’ SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA (LSSO)

SWIM FOR
WILSON’S!

We congratulate Joseph Chandler on being asked to play with
the LSSO at a concert at the Barbican on Tuesday 9 January.
The LSSO was conducted by Sir Richard Armstrong and Joseph
was on percussion.
The evening paid homage to two anniversaries - the hundredth
birthdays of both Leonard Bernstein and Gustav Holst’s The
Planets.
The LSSO musicians were nervous at the beginning of the
evening, but visibly relaxed after the interval. As one critic
noted, it was a pleasure to see the Barbican Centre foyers,
cafes and the Hall itself crowded with young people in an era
when classical concertgoers tend to be in the 60-plus age group.
We look forward to seeing Joseph participating in many more
concerts.

Interested students should speak to Dr Moore to find out more.
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70 Wilson’s Boys and their Siblings will be
leaving a legacy by being the largest Team
Entry in Purley Rotary’s 30 years Swimathon
History! Please help them raise funds for
Wilson’s by making a small donation at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/
wilsonspfa2018
For detailed information about the Swimathon
2018, click on:
http://rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.
php?PgID=663809&ClubID=885

Pictured above: Oscar Watts, Rohit Prabhu, Kevin Gu and
Tom Lowe

Pictured above: The London Schools’ Symphony Orchestra

CAREERS CONVENTION
2018
READATHON
All money raised will go towards the publishing of Wilson’s boys’ books for
children in impoverished regions of Ghana’

THIS HALF TERM – READ TWO BOOKS FROM THE BOOK LIST

MONDAY 22nd January 2017

With only a few weeks to go rehearsals have begun to intensify for this
year’s Senior Production of ROMEO & JULIET, and it’s sure to be as big
a hit as last year’s American Fantasy that was A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS
DREAM.
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This year Mr. Kavanagh has chosen another contemporary setting for
the production with the play’s action transported from sunny Verona to
the wintry depths of South Croydon - which actually still scans in the
verse! The Montagues and Capulets are no longer Italian Mafioso but
rival Football Clubs propped up by wealthy financiers and as the league
derby arrives so too do the doomed Romeo and Juliet meet and fall in
love. The costume department are working hard on the teams’ kits whilst
the crew prepare to create a pitch with steel decking and turf arranged in
traverse staging – this is one production not to be missed!

EPOC CAREERS EVENTS
Epoc Careers organises high quality careers events for students.
Places are available at the following events:
Improve Your Chances of Becoming a Doctor,
Saturday 3 February 2018
Improve Your Chances of Becoming a Lawyer,
Sunday 4 February 2018
These one-day careers conferences run from 10:00am to 4:30pm,
at University College London. Students will be given a good
understanding of university admissions, interviews and career
options. Students will also be supplied with all the information they
need on BMAT and UKCAT (for medicine) and LNAT (for law).
The careers conferences are principally designed for students in
years 11 and 12. Students in year 10, parents and staff also find the
events useful and enjoyable.
For full details, including costs and to book places, see www.epoc.
org.uk.

House points for :
•Best tasting cake
• Best looking cake
• House that raises most money
•Teacher Bake

Careers Convention 2018
Thursday 25th January 7-9pm
All Year 9-13 students in any local school are welcome.
Please email s.gower@cry.gdst.net for more details.
E V E RY G I R L

-

E V E RY D AY

Croydon High School cordially invite students from years
9-13 to attend their biennial Careers Convention on
Thursday 25 January 2018 at 7pm.
The aim of the evening is to provide an opportunity
for students and their parents to meet informally with
representatives from a range of careers to discuss
the nature of their work as well as professional entry
requirements and future prospects.
Over 70 delegates have agreed to attend, with one of the
widest selections of career areas represented, as well as
Gap Year providers. There are no formal appointments
during the evening, so students will be able to talk to the
delegates individually or in small groups. The evening will
prove to be an excellent opportunity to develop students’
knowledge and understanding of the variety of career
areas open to them in the future. In addition, independent
careers advice is offered by Inspiring Futures who will be
available throughout the evening.

HOME BAKES ONLY – BY STUDENT

WILSON’S VS WHITGIFT, 7:1
Report by Toby Godwin

After defeat against a local rival, the 1st XI took a short trip to
Whitgift, hoping to continue their impressive National Cup run.
Wilson’s was immediately on the back foot, but held out for
around half an hour before an unfortunate error allowed the
striker to slot past a helpless Ted St. Clair-Gray in goal: 1-0. Just
as Wilson’s established a foothold in the game, things took a turn
for the worse; newcomer Josh Fan was temporarily taken off the
pitch with a major injury. Replacement, Essilfie-Conduah, was not
phased. He picked up the ball and pinged a 30-yard diagonal out
to the feet of fan-favourite Samuel Moody who swung in a cross
to Michael Ojetunde, scuffing a finish past the keeper for his first
of the game. 1-1. Game on.
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It took a matter of minutes at the beginning of the second half
for Michael to stride through the Whitgift defence and blast the
ball past the keeper. The game settled down and up stepped
Oskar Gregorczyk, tucking away a header to restore faith in the
outcome of the game. Moody got his third assist of the game,
no doubt the goal which won the game, as from this moment on
Whitgift was deflated and defeated. While it looked like Oskar
was on his way to a second, Seyon Srishangar calmly put the
ball away. Wilson’s continued to push and again Michael drove
through the defence before laying the ball across to Oskar who
gave the keeper a cheeky wink as the net bulged for the 6th time
in the game. This was not the end of the drama, as while Oskar
wheeled away in celebration, he collapsed to the floor with an
apparent injury. No hat-trick for him. The same could not be said
however, for Michael who ended the scoring with his third. Just
seconds after, Josh Fan rose highest to score yet another goal for
Wilson’s. Some say that the reward for a 1XI hat trick is brunch,
but that’s just a rumour. 7-1 to Wilson’s, who advance to the National Cup Round of 16; a fantastic achievement by all.
Team: T St. Clair-Gray; T Soretire, C Black, J Fan; D Okoh, M
Ojetunde, N Mitchell, F Barke-Asuni; P Pathmanathan, O Gregorczyk, S Moody
Subs: C Essilfie-Conduah, J Eves, S Barker, S Srishangar, Dan
Brown
Goals: M Ojetunde (3), O Gregorczyk (2), S Srishangar, J Fan

SPORTS NEWS
Football Team of the Week
Team Of The Week: The U14A had a fantastic win against
Cheam in the Sutton Cup with Jacob De Sa and Tom Hubner
leading the team well. The U13B put in their best performance of
the year to beat a good Brentwood side. This week’s team of the
week can only go to one team though, the 1st XI gained one of
the most memorable recent results in Wilson’s sport with a 7-1
win over Whitgift in the last 32 of the National Cup. After being
1-0 down, the side showed incredible character and quality to
come back and win so comprehensively. Well done all squad
members.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Wednesday 10 January

Wilson’s vs. Whitgift (National Cup)
1st XI won 7 - 1
Wilson’s vs. Box Hill (Block Friendly)
2nd XI won 2 - 0
3rd XI won 8 - 0
5th XI lost
3-2

Thursday 11 January

Wilson’s vs. Cheam (Sutton Cup)
U14A won 7 - 0

Friday 12 January
Jacob De Sa, 9C2

Player of the Week

Tom Hubner, 9S2

Football

Luke Waran continued his excellent goal scoring form with a goal
of the season contender for the 2nd XI after stepping in last minute to travel to Brentwood. Taalib Hussain and Guy Thompson did
incredibly well in making their first team debut. Dhillon Koria put in
his best performance of the year in helping the U13Bs to an excellent away win against Brentwood. This week’s player of the week
goes to Michael Ojetunde who scored a hatrick for the 1st XI in
their win over Whitgift and covered every blade of grass.
Pictured below:

Michael Ojetunde

Pictured left: 1st XI team vs. Whitgift

Wilson’s vs Brentwood (Block Friendly)
U12A lost
2-0
U12B lost
5-3
U12C drew 3 - 3
U12D lost
5-3
U12E lost
5-3

Saturday 13 January

Wilson’s vs Brentwood (Block Friendly)
1st XI drew 3 - 3
2nd XI won 4 - 3
3rd XI drew 0 - 0
4th XI drew 2 - 2
U15B lost
3-2
U14A drew 0 - 0
U14B lost
5-0
U14C lost
4-3
U13A lost
7-1
U13B won 4 - 0
U13C lost
2-0
U13D lost
7-1
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YEAR 7 SOLOISTS’ EVENING
A dazzling evening took place in the Bowden Room
on Wednesday evening last week, when a number
of the most talented musicians in year 7 performed,
some of them for the very first time, to an audience
comprising parents, family, staff, and friends.
The performances were of an exceptionally high
standard with a wide variety of different styles.
Highlights included Henry Yu’s sensitive rendition of
Lost by McFarlance; Arun Gnanavalagan’s virtuosic
performance of Misra Jaathi Thirupida Thaalam on
the Mrindangam; Boris Hall’s captivating

performance of The Bird’s Lament composed
by Bennett, and Han-Joon Kymm’s display of
technical proficiency with the first movement from
Haydn’s Violin Concerto in G Major. The students
carried themselves with pride and confidence,
and Mr Cole, in his closing words, explained
how proud he was, not only of their musical
proficiency, but also the way in which they
conducted themselves, and listened so carefully
to their peers. Mr Elsom would like to thank Mr
Lissimore for his fabulous accompanying skills.

26 January, 2018

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

29 Jan - 2 Feb

House Music Week
•

Monday 29 January - Y11 Parents’
Evening. (4pm)

•

Monday 22 January - Charity Cake Bake
Competition

•

Friday 2 February - Y8 Cake Sale (3.05
p.m.)

•

Wednesday 7 February - A Level Music
Recital Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

8 and 9 February - Senior Production

•

12 - 16 February - HALF TERM BREAK
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Medication
Teaching staff are regularly trained on
medical issues affecting students at the
school, including anaphylaxis and the use
of Epipens. Parents are reminded that
they are responsible for making sure that
all medication in school is within its use-by
date. Our School Nurse (Sara Yanbolu)
can be contacted via the school.

Pictured above: Year 7 soloists

DOUBLE CUP TRIUMPH FOR
WILSON’S DEBATERS
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The New Year has seen Wilson’s sixth form debaters record
a double triumph in prestigious knock-out competitions.
Monday 8 January saw the Year 12 dynamic duo of Vou-Fri
Sett and George Worrall knock Sutton Grammar School out
of the United Nations Association Schools Competition with
a successful and spirited proposal to bring the UK’s energy
supply back under government control. George and Vou-Fri
advanced a winning series of arguments that emphasised
the record levels of fuel poverty that currently exist in Britain
alongside the importance of central planning for a greener
future. Wilson’s now advance to the quarter-finals where
Epsom College await.
One week later, the Year 13 first pairing of Anthony
Piwowarski and Toye Oladinni won their regional heat on the
ESU Schools’ Mace – possibly the most important nationwide
competition for school debating. Proposing a prohibition
on the media using software to cosmetically improve an
individual’s appearance, they put forward sophisticated
arguments that spanned a feminist analysis of the fashion
industry and a post-colonial critique of the representation of
blackness in popular culture. Wilson’s were the only state
school remaining at this stage of the competition, and left a
clutch of independent schools trailing in their oratorical wake.
They now progress to the national semi-finals in March,
held at ESU headquarters in the heart of London’s clubland.
This evening was also notable when Adam di Lizia (the ever
helpful Wilson’s Debating Prefect) and Yash Raju stepped
into the breach to provide a “swing team” at the last moment
when one school withdrew. Sir Francis Bacon (who was not
Shakespeare) once wrote that “reading makes a full man;
writing an exact man and speaking a ready man.” Wilson’s
boys seem ready for anything when it comes to debating.

“OUTSTANDING”
WILSON’S TRIUMPH AT
ROTARY YOUTH SPEAKS
Wilson’s boys had a chance to display their public speaking
skills at the annual local heat of the Rotary Youth Speaks
competition held at Epsom College. The Intermediate Team
(all making their debut in any external debating or speaking
competition) was composed of Raees Khan, Leo Kavanagh
and Ian Cotton. These students are all in Year 8 - the
youngest side in their section of the competition. Undaunted,
they spoke with assurance, intelligence and passion on
the subject of “The Demonetisation of India,” offering a
corrosive indictment of the Modi government’s controversial
decision to withdraw vast amounts of paper notes from
circulation in 2017. The adjudicator was glowing in her praise
of the Wilson’s team, describing Raees’s contribution as
“truly outstanding” in terms of the intellectual ambition and
communicative flair shown. It was impressive to see students
of this age offering a political and economic analysis that
would have graced the opinion pages of the Financial Times.
It was no surprise that the Wilson’s boys were awarded first
place – and the chance to compete at a regional level in
February.
The Seniors were also in action. Ezra Jackson, Morgan
Anthony and Humphrey Keeper gave a witty and thoughtful
presentation entitled “Test Cricket – the Slow Cure for a
Superfast World.” Celebrating the joys of doing things in
a slower, more prudent and considered fashion, the Y12
students engaged their audience, appealing to everyone
longing for a pause from the hurly-burly of the digital age.
Unfortunately, they just lost on first place to Wallington Girls.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Dylan Stephens, 7D
Dylan was nominated for being
exceptionally conscientious, diligent and
modest.

Roman Falla, 8B
Roman was nominated for consistently
producing high quality work in lessons
and for maintaining magnificently high
levels of presentation.

Vou-Fri Sett, L6

George Worrall, L6
Pictured left to right – Iain Cotton, Leo Kavanagh, Raees Khan
and Elizabeth Frost, Lord Mayor of Epsom and Ewell.

ARTiculation
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ARTiculation is the Roche Court Educational Trust’s national
and international public speaking initiative, championing the
appreciation and discussion of art. The annual event was
held at the Saatchi Gallery last week and Oscar Taperell
represented the school with a truly brilliant presentation on
the Deal Timeball Tower. The judge, Darian Leader, praised
Oscar for taking the audience on a wonderful journey and for
making him finally understand why he should visit Deal. Darian
also praised Oscar for the way in which, through changing
the frame of reference and showing the audience that Deal
Timeball Tower deserves attention and consideration, it
became an artwork. Darian stated that Oscar had brought this
piece ‘wonderfully to life’ and that through this, he had posed
the bigger question of ‘what is it that makes something art?’

Pictured above: Oscar Taperell in action

SING WITH THE STARS

SWIM FOR
WILSON’S!

Following his success in auditioning to become a member
of the London Youth Choir’s Chamber Choir, Max Robbins
did just that when he was chosen to sing at the Festival
of Remembrance alongside two of Britain’s greatest living
singers, Alfie Boe and Lesley Garrett (see picture below). The
event was the Festival of Remembrance, presented by the
Royal British Legion at the Royal Albert Hall. Max attended
as part of the London Youth Choir. Max commented that he
felt very privileged to be able to sing in the presence of Her
Majesty The Queen, other members of the Royal family and of
the Government. He was proud to represent Wilson’s School
at such a high profile and prestigious event.
Our congratulations go to Max and also to his singing teacher,
Mr Hann, whose unstinting encouragement has helped Max
move from being a treble who sang for the Royal Opera House
(from age 8 to 12) to a Tenor 1.

Pictured above: Mr Hann conducting Wilson’s vocalists

70 Wilson’s Boys and their Siblings will be
leaving a legacy by being the largest Team
Entry in Purley Rotary’s 30 years Swimathon
History! Please help them raise funds for
Wilson’s by making a small donation at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/
wilsonspfa2018
For detailed information about the Swimathon
2018, click on:
http://rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.
php?PgID=663809&ClubID=885

Pictured far right: Oscar Taperell with other participants

Pictured above: Max Robbins singing with Alfie Boe and Lesley Garrett at the Royal Albert Hall

TALK ON THE HISTORIC CITY
OF DELPHI by Rory Jones
Just before Christmas the sixth form Classics and Latin students
attended King Solomon Academy in Edgware Road to hear
a talk by Michael Scott, Associate Professor in Classics and
Ancient History at the University of Warwick about the historic
city of Delphi in Greece - he has been at the forefront of many
brilliant classical based BBC documentaries, such as ‘The
Greatest Show on Earth’ and ‘Delphi, the bellybutton of the
ancient world’.
Scott began by highlighting the origin story of Delphi, and how
its emergence into the ancient world led to it becoming such
a famous classical location as. He explained how Delphi truly
is one of a kind; a sanctuary clinging to a cliff face and its
poignancy in being a hive for modern cultural revelations – a
place where people would come from all over the world to
discuss their own ideas, invent games with similar influence to
the Olympics, and speak out about their philosophical ideas.
He continued by elaborating on the importance of the Oracle in
the development of the city. He touched upon the correct ways
to pose questions to it, explaining why often the god’s response
would be so vague, alongside providing scientific theories on
why the Oracle acted in the way that it did; linking even to the
idea that Delphi’s site location on two meeting plate boundaries
and the rubbing between them could release age old fissures of
hallucinogenic gas into the temple of Apollo – which over a long
period of time is likely to cause anyone to reply with ‘gibberish’ to
a question from a traveller.
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Scott delivered this information the confidence that comes
when the subject matter is thoroughly known – he broke down
Delphian ideas and related them to modern day, incorporating
how the monuments containing inscriptions from passing
travellers’ could easily have been ‘Fake news’.
The talk closed with his recounting of the fall of Delphi – how
it resulted in its complete disappearance. In April, the Classics
department is hosting a trip to Greece, where we are visiting
Delphi; thanks to this lecture, we now have much greater
knowledge and appreciation of the city.

CONGRATULATIONS
Our congratulations go to
the hard working Catering
Team, headed by Mrs Ross
(pictured right), who once again
have secured 5/5 after an
unannounced Environmental
Health inspection on 11
January.

READATHON
All money raised will go towards the publishing of Wilson’s boys’ books for
children in impoverished regions of Ghana’

THIS HALF TERM – READ TWO BOOKS FROM THE BOOK LIST

PFA 100 CLUB DRAW
Congratulations go to the winners of
the December and January draws of
the PFA 100 Club.
December 2017 Winners
1st Casey Foulkes £31.25
2nd David Williams £18.75
3rd Nishat Damji 		
£12.50
January 2018 Winners
1st Leigh Shelton 		
£33.75
2nd Casey Foulkes £20.25
3rd Thomas Rich 		
£13.50
For your chance to join the 100
Club and win a prize go to:
wilsons.100club@gmail.com.
If you are interested in joining the
PFA in order to help raise funds
for the school and to make new
friends, please contact Mrs Guha at
wilsonspfa@gmail.com

WILSON’S VS ROYAL RUSSELL
3:2 Report by Dan Chen
Coming off the back of a good performance against Brentwood
(2-2 draw) the week before, the squad was feeling positive. As
soon as we stepped onto the pitch, we realised what an awful
state it was in. The majority of it resembled a brown swamp, except for the wide areas. We noticed this fairly quickly and began
to dominate the flanks. Shortly into the first half, Sam Belgrove
struck the ball beneath the keeper’s legs. 1-0. However, Royal Russell responded later on with an attack that led to Keeper
(and Man of the Match) Kieran Rutter making an absolute wonder-save, pushing it onto the crossbar. It was a tight game, with
both sides battling for the ball. Unfortunately in the last 5 minutes
of the first half, the Royal Russell striker broke free and finished
into the bottom corner past a helpless Rutter, making it 1-1 going
into half time.
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Following a rousing team talk, we headed back out into the second half. Within minutes, Atty Ravinthran scored his long awaited
first-ever goal in his five-and-a-half year school playing career to
put us ahead once more. This lasted all of about 5 minutes, as
a Royal Russell boy tapped it in to the back of the net. This was
followed by a period of Royal Russell domination, including a
dangerously good free kick on the edge of the box from their leftback which cracked against the crossbar. This gave us a wakeup call and we grew back into the game, coming close a couple
of times, but to no fruition. Near the end of the second half, we
won a corner. I asked the ref how long was left, and he replied
that it was going to be the last play of the game, with 35 minutes
already played. Atty whipped it in low, Belgrove managed to win it
and poked it into the middle of the box to me. I took a touch and
scuffed it towards goal, with the keeper pushing it into the bottom corner. All of us were very pleased, as despite it only being
a friendly, it was our first real win of the season. As we walked
back towards our own half, the ref blew up for full time. It was a
well deserved win, and we now look forward to the match against
Sutton Grammar away on Wednesday.

SPORTS NEWS
Football Team of the Week
The second XI continued their excellent form from before
Christmas to beat Royal Russell and it was a great weekend for
the under 12 teams. In six under 12 fixtures, Wilson’s gained
five wins and one draw. The highlights being a 1-0 determined
win for the A team and two wins for the U12B team. This week’s
team of the week goes to the 4th XI who put in a brave away
team performance, beating Royal Russell 3-2 with a last second
winner.

Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Thursday 18 January
Wilson’s vs. Cedars
U14B won 4 - 2

Pictured above: 2nd XI team in great form

Football Player of the Week
Luke Griffiths scored a wonder goal with a De Bruyne-esque
free kick, while Nye Flowers scored two hat tricks n a row for the
U15s in two practice games. Conor O Shea put in a man of the
match performance for the U12As in beating City Of London.
This week’s player of the week goes to Dan Chen who scored a
last-minute winner for the 4th XI.

Team: K Rutter, Z Shelton, D Chen, R Jones, N Hicks,
D Chithuranjan, S Belgrove, A Ravinthran, M Mottram, J Rinson
and E Fernandes
Goals: S Belgrove, A Ravinthran and D Chen

Pictured above: Athavan Ravinthran and Sam Belgrove

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Friday 19 January
Wilson’s vs. City of London (Block
Friendly)
U12A won 1 - 0
U12B won 6 - 2
U12C drew 1 - 1
U12D won 6 - 3
U12E won 8 - 0
Saturday 20 January
Wilson’s vs Royal Russell (Block
Friendly)
1st XI lost 2 - 3
2nd XI won 5 - 0
3rd XI won 6 - 3
4th XI won 3 - 2
U14A lost 3 - 4
Wilson’s vs Dunottar (Block Friendly)
U15C lost 1 - 2
U14B lost 1 - 3
U13C lost 0 - 1
U12C won 7 - 2

Pictured above: Nye Flowers

Pictured above: Player of the
Week, Dan Chen
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THE HOUSE MUSIC TWO HUNDRED
Our House Music Competition for 2018 took place this week.
Every boy who entered was awarded a house point and
those students who came first, second or third in their
category earned bonus house points. The competition
has yet again been incredibly impressive, and we have
thoroughly enjoyed welcoming our guest specialist
adjudicators to help select those students worthy of first,
second, and third places in the respective categories. A
hotly contested battle for the prestigious titles of
Wilson’s Junior Musician of the Year and Wilson’s
Senior Musician of the Year is anticipated.

2 February, 2018

Over two hundred boys submitted applications to be part
of this year’s competition. We very much look forward to
Wilson’s Young Musician of the Year Final on Tuesday 13
March.

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form

Finalists for each category will be announced in next
week’s newsletter: be sure to look out for the results!

Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Wednesday 7 February - A Level Music
Recital Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

8 and 9 February - Senior Production

•

12 - 16 February - HALF TERM BREAK

•

19 - 23 Feb - Y12 Internal Exam Week

•

26 Feb - 2 March - Y13 Internal Exam
Week

•

Monday 26 Feb - Prayer Group Mtg. (8.00
p.m.)

•

Tuesday 27 Feb - GCSE Musicians’
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 2 March - Y8 PFA Cake Sale (3.05
p.m.)
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
E-safety
This website explores the crucial
issues around e-safety and is highly
recommended: http://www.internetmatters.
org/.

HOUSE MUSIC contd.

U12 VS. ST OLAVE’S
The U12s recently travelled to Kent to play St Olave’s.
The U12s were up against a strong St Olave’s team
boasting some of their A team players.
You You Yu was at the heart of the defence throughout
the game, closely followed by Jerome Fernando whose
industrious work at the breakdown earned him a well
earned try on the stroke of half time, to take Wilson’s
in at 5 – 0 up. In the second half a spilt ball in midfield
meant St Olave’s could race away to score, shortly
followed by another try out wide following some sloppy work from Wilson’s with the ball in hand. Wilson’s
bounced back though and Jake Phelps–Gardiner fed
Sean Balite the ball, enabling him to race away from
the half way line. At this point, St Olave’s bought some
strength on from the bench and in the dying moments of
the game snatched the draw from Wilson’s hands with a
powerful run from one of their outside backs. This was a
great performance by the whole team and one the boys
should be proud of.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Finlay Williamson, 7C
Finlay was nominated for acting in a very
mature, kind and dignified manner.
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The U12Bs had another great afternoon out, scoring
some great tries through Ishan Sharma. However this
wasn’t to be their day, as St Olave’s worked some well
taken tries. The boys never gave up though and fought
right to the end to impress the coach, Milo Wakefield.

Pictured below: The U12 team

Matteo Cascini, 8S
Matteo was nominated for being a
mature and dependable member of the
Form who acts as a good role model for
his peers in the Lower School.

CAKE COMPETITION

SWIM FOR
WILSON’S!

The long anticipated annual cake sale and competition
was a smashing success as usual. Over 40 cakes baked
by students and staff were sold, raising a fantastic £180
for Akenkan. This money will go towards the publishing of
Wilson’s boys’ books for children in impoverished regions
of Ghana.
This year’s judges – Mr Cole, Mr Walters, Mr Cady and
Mr Sturt – critiqued a wide range of entries in both look
and taste. The best looking cake was won by Hayes,
with cakes from Southwark and Greencoat coming 2nd
and 3rd respectively. The best tasting cake was won by
Datchelor, and again Southwark and Greencoat came
2nd and 3rd!
The staff entry was won by Dr Moore with his delightful
carrot cake, despite strong competition from Ms WellsCole and Dr Whiting. Most importantly, Hayes raised the
most money, with Brecon nabbing 2nd place and ever
consistent Greencoat coming 3rd. Overall, great fun was
had and much cake was enjoyed by all!
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70 Wilson’s Boys and their Siblings will be
leaving a legacy by being the largest Team Entry
in Purley Rotary’s 30 years Swimathon History!
Please help them raise funds for Wilson’s by
making a small donation at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/
wilsonspfa2018
For detailed information about the Swimathon
2018, click on:
http://rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.
php?PgID=663809&ClubID=885
Purley Rotary are allowing us to enter
2 more teams from Wilson’s school.
Anyone interested should make contact at
wilsonspfa@gmail.com.

WILSON’S VS ROYAL RUSSELL
1:0
Report by Taalib Hussain

It was the U15A’s first competitive game in a while against Salesians. On a cold morning the boys struggled to start off well and
were quite sluggish. They had a few shots from distance, but the
opposition keeper made some great saves, especially against a
thunderbolt strike from Reece Williamson. Taalib Hussain didn’t
let anything past him at the back and at the end of the first half
Kit Gikas made an excellent save which kept the score at 0-0.
Wilson’s dominated the first half with possession but couldn’t find
the breakthrough.

SPORTS NEWS
Football Team of the Week
The U13B had a great week winning their two games against
Wimbledon and Salesians while the U15As continued their
good form with a hard fought 1-0 win. But this week it was all
about the U12s. The U12As produced an excellent performance
to beat Wimbledon College 3-2 in what was a great game to
watch. This week’s team of the week is the U12Bs who made it
four wins in a row; the highlight being a 4-2 win away to Salesians.

Goal: G Thompson
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MOM: K Gikas

Pictured above: Kit Gikas and Guy Thompson

Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Tuesday 23 January
Wilson’s VS Wimbledon College

The second half began the same with Wilson’s pressing for the
goal but unable to break down the strong Salesian’s back four.
Midway through the second half Wilsons did get their goal; Yusuf
Hussain and Maj Kumar combined to free Guy Thompson who
chipped the keeper from far out with a composed finish. Wilson’s
had chances to increase the lead through Middleton and Kumar,
but they defended well for the rest of the half to get the win. Taalib
put his body on the line and took a powerful volley to the stomach, Kit made some more wonderful saves and Joseph Harries
was excellent on debut. Wilsons left the pitch with a 1-0 victory
which was thoroughly deserved.
Team: Gikas; T Hussain; Middleton; G Thompson; Malcolm;
Williamson; Johnson; Hamilton-Warford; A Thompson; Kumar; Y
Hussain; Harries

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

U13A lost 1-0
U13B won 3-1
Wednesday 24 January
Wilson’s vs. City of London (Block
Friendly)
1st XI lost 3-0 VS Windsor (National
Cup Last 16)
Pictured above: The U12B team

Football Player of the Week
Harry Endacott was immense at the back for the U12A in their
game versus Wimbledon College and backed that up with a
great headed goal. Kit Gikas and Craig Lobo showed it is not
all about the goal scorers with two fine performances in goals to
keep two clean sheets for their teams. Player of the week is Tom
Hubner who had a fine all-round game for the U14A’s. His shooting practice Friday paid off with a brilliant free kick goal followed
by another goal and two assists.

Pictured above: Harry Endacott and Christopher Ofokansi

Pictured above: Player of the
Week, Harry Endacott

Friday 26 January
Wilson’s VS Wimbledon College
U12A won 3-2
U12B won 3-1
U12C lost 2-1
Saturday 27 January
Wilson’s Vs Salesian’s
U15A won 1-0
U15B lost 3-2
U14A won 4-1
U14B won 4-0
U13A lost 3-0
U13B won 3-0
U12A lost 2-1
U12B won 4-2
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REGIONAL CHAMPIONS!

9 February, 2018

Links
On Sunday, a team of fourteen cadets, captained by CWO St Clair-Gray, travelled to RAF Halton for the annual South
East Area Royal Air Squadron Trophy Competition (the ‘Royal’ being added this year after the competition received
recognition from the Crown). The hours of dedicated training paid off; they went on to win the competition, dominating
the seven disciplines - winning the Drill, Military Knowledge, Aircraft Recognition and Fitness - as well as placing in
Shooting and First Aid.
Thanks must go to the dedication and commitment of the team – our youngest ever. They faced stiff opposition from the
other teams and came through winners.
The team’s focus now turns to the National Finals to be held on 4 March and the ultimate goal: retaining the title of being
RASTC National Champions. Good luck to everyone involved.

Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

12 - 16 February - HALF TERM BREAK

•

19 - 23 Feb - Y12 Internal Exam Week

•

26 Feb - 2 March - Y13 Internal Exam
Week

•

Monday 26 Feb - Prayer Group Mtg. (8.00
p.m.)

•

Tuesday 27 Feb - GCSE Musicians’
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 2 March - Y8 PFA Cake Sale (3.05
p.m.)

•

Monday 5 March - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30pm)

•

Monday 5 March - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45pm)
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Mobile Phones
The school’s mobile phones policy is very
straightforward: electrical equipment and
mobile telephones may not be used in any
part of the school grounds, except with the
permission and supervision of a member of
staff. Any pupil wishing to use their phone
to call home should do so from the Main
Reception. Year 7 and 8 pupils must not bring
into school mobile phones with internet access
or a camera.

WINNERS FOR HOUSE
MUSIC 2018
Each year the level of competition in Wilson’s House Music gets ever more fierce.  This year was no exception, with over 200 entries! The visiting adjudicators commented on how well the boys presented themselves
and were extremely impressed with the overall standard – so much so that it often made it very difficult to
decide on the winners!  What a great situation to be in with so many talented musicians in the school.  Thank
you to all who entered, and well done to those who won a place. The winner of each category goes on to
compete in the House Music Grand Finale on Tuesday 13 March 2018, at 7pm in the John Jenkins Hall. All
are welcome to attend. Who will be crowned Wilson’s Young Musicians of the Year?
JUNIOR BRASS
1.
Theo Horch 9B
2.
Luka Chijiutomi-Ghosh 7G
3.
Craig Lobo 8B

JUNIOR STRINGS
1.
Han-Joon Kymm 7C
2.
Phileas Tang 8C
3.
Joshua Kim 7H

SENIOR BRASS
1.
Thomas Thornton Y13
2
Peter Wales 11H
3.
Dexter Hicks 10S and
Danny Sampson 10B

SENIOR STRINGS
1.
Thomas Davidson 10G
2.
Jonathan Coombe Y12
3
Ferruccio Animali 11S
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JUNIOR PIANO
1.
Rami Sati 8D
2.
Raymond Li 9G
3.
Ayokunle Lewis 9C
HC. Sami Siddiq 9S, Zi-Tong Deng
9D and Oliver Matas 9S
SENIOR PIANO
1.
Shavindra Jayasekera Y13
2.
Richard Gotts 11B
3.
Ken Li 10B
HC
Peter Wales 11H
JUNIOR WOODWIND
1.
Anton May 9D
2.
Rakesh Pradeepkumar 8B
3.
Joel Palmer 9H
SENIOR WOODWIND
1.
Oliver Cavadino 11C
2.
Ryan Court 10H
Jacob Fihosy 10S
PERCUSSION
1.
Tishe Sokan Y13
2.
Richard Gotts 11B
3.
Arun Gnanavalagan 7H

JUNIOR GUITAR
1.
Thushianthan Dilaxshan 7H
2.
Ben Shorter 7H
3.
Maksim Halushka 8C

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Henry Yu, 7D.

For playing so magnificently in assembly!  

SENIOR GUITAR
1.
Ramon Nartallo Y13
2.
James Craik 11H
3.
Ivon Kandiah 10C
JUNIOR VOICE
1.
Daniel Wainewright 9S
2.
Eeshaan Iyer 8C
3.
Aaron Gillett 9B and
Ayush Nagara 9S
HC
Richard Mayhew 8S and
Aaron Stace 9C
SENIOR VOICE
1.
Max Robbins Y12
2.
Kieran Rehal Y12
3.
Jacob Fihosy 10S

Sidharth Thapliyal, 8D
For maintaining a consistently excellent
approach to his studies and always
working as hard as he can.

Student Investor Challenge
The Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market
investment game. All Year 10 Business students formed
groups and entered this prestigious competition to make
the highest possible return from their investment portfolios.
The Active Investor portfolio of £100,000 allowed teams
to trade every day leading to a short term dash for
profits, while the Strategic Investor portfolio of £100,000
only permitted a limited number of trades per month,
encouraging long term thinking. Having traded over a
three month period two teams from Wilson’s have reached

SWIM FOR
WILSON’S!

the National semi-finals. Congratulations to Dazvanth
Manokaran, Nithin Bose, Mayoorathan Sukumar, William
Higgs, Harry Hamilton-Warford, Koushikk Ayyappan,
Pranav Madan, William Johnson and Ken Li. They now
have to predict the trading value of a number of shares
over the coming weeks in order to reach the National
finals. A very difficult task given the recent volatility in the
markets!

Bebras Challenge Finals
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70 Wilson’s Boys and their Siblings will be
making a splash by being the largest Team Entry
in Purley Rotary’s 30 years Swimathon History!
Please help them raise funds for Wilson’s by
making a small donation at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/
wilsonspfa2018
Talented students Ryan Court, Daniel Cleary, and Dawood
Khan from Wilson's School were invited to the Department of Computer Science at the University of Oxford on
Sunday 28 January as finalists in a UK-wide computing
competition – The UK BEBRAS Computational Thinking
Challenge.
Reaching the final of the Senior age group is an impressive achievement, as 14,402 students entered the first
round of the Senior age group category (14–16). Ryan,
Daniel, and Dawood were among the top 60 highest
achieving students invited to the final round in their age
group, and were presented with their finalist’s certificates
at a prize-giving ceremony at Hertford College.

The UK BEBRAS Computational Thinking Challenge,
supported by Google, is designed to get students excited about computing and computational thinking. It is a
problem-solving contest with questions inspired by topics
in computer science. In the first round, held in their own
schools, students have to try and solve as many problems
as possible in the allotted time. There are six age categories. The highest scoring students from the four oldest age
groups (Elite, Senior, Intermediate, and Junior) were then
invited to the Department of Computer Science at Oxford
for the finals over two weekends in January and February.

For detailed information about the Swimathon
2018, click on:
http://rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.
php?PgID=663809&ClubID=885
Purley Rotary are allowing us to enter
2 more teams from Wilson’s school.
Anyone interested should make contact at
wilsonspfa@gmail.com.

SPORTS NEWS
Football Player of the Week

Football Team of the Week

Ikedi Harker played well in both 2nd XI wins this week
while Hamish Rennie-Carter was outstanding keeping
two clean sheets. Krish Agarwal was man of the match at
the back for the U12Ds, but it is Caleb Bowers who wins
player of the week for his goal of the season contender
for the U12Cs.

One of the most difficult weeks in the football fixture list meant a
trip to the always formidable Hampton. The U12D produced an
excellent team display to win 2-1 while the U12E scored some
stunning goals in winning 7-2. The 3rd XI drew 1-1 against an
always strong Hampton 3rd XI. Team of the week goes to the
2nd XI who beat a good U16 Hampton team 1-0.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday 29 January
Wilson’s VS Greenshaw
U15A lost 2-1
Wednesday 31 January
Wilson’s vs. City of London (Block
Friendly)
1st XI won 4-1
2nd XI won 2-0
3rd XI won 2-0
4th XI lost 2-0
5th XI drew 1-1

Wilson’s Update

Pictured above: Player of the Week, Caleb Bowers

Pictured above: The U12D team

Friday 2 February
Wilson’s VS Hampton ( Block
Friendly)
U12A lost 3-1
U12B lost 3-0
U12C drew 1-1
U12D won 2-1
U12E won 7-2
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Saturday 3 February
Wilson’s Vs Hampton (Block
Friendly)
1st XI lost 4-1
2nd X1 won 1-0
3rd X1 drew 1-1
U15A lost 5-1
U15B lost 5-0
U14A lost 3-1
U14B lost 4-0
U13A lost 6-0
U13B lost 3-1

Pictured above: 2nd XI vs Hampton

ROMEO AND JULIET
The end of half term saw the opening of the hotly anticipated
annual Senior Production – this year Shakespeare’s ‘ROMEO &
JULIET’. With teaser posters and small football logos with
‘Capulet United’ and ‘Montague F.C’ stuck up around the school,
there was much intrigue at how the contemporary football setting
would be realised in the JJ Hall. What transpired was certainly
worthy of a trophy or two! A specially lowered traverse stage
covered in green turf and two large goals on the fixed stage
immediately lifted the JJ Hall to stadium status and once the
players arrived in their inspired kits, the audience knew they were
in for a great night of inventive theatre and it didn’t stop there.
The costume department should be applauded for their

work, but especially the macabre outfits at the Capulet’s STAR
WARS themed Ball. So too must the crew be applauded for
their dedication in delivering a professional and slick show with
lights, sound and stage hands. The entire cast gave
outstanding performances with special mention going to Ollie
Flowers and Aaron Gillett in the titular roles, who approached
the parts with maturity and much consideration, achieving very
sophisticated performances. Indeed ‘Romeo & Juliet’ is in many
respects Wilson’s most successful production in recent times
with record audience numbers and more students involved
onstage and backstage than ever. The department looks
forward to the next show!
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

26 Feb - 2 March - Y13 Internal Exam
Week

•

Monday 26 Feb - Prayer Group Mtg. (8.00
p.m.)

•

Tuesday 27 Feb - GCSE Musicians’
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 2 March - Y8 PFA Cake Sale (3.05
p.m.)

•

Monday 5 March - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 5 March - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45 p.m.)

•

Tuesday 6 March - A level Recital
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

Non sibi sed omnibus
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Advice for Parents
Following some recent changes to the
school website, pages providing advice
and information for parents can now be
found under the Care & Support tab: http://
www.wilsons.school/support/advice/

2018 German/History Sixth Form Trip to Berlin
by Gabriel Cairns and Milo Wakefield

During the February half term, students from Years 12 and 13
studying history and German embarked on a four-day visit to
Berlin in order to experience firsthand the rich cultural and
historical significance of Berlin, both past and present.

The Reichstag offers views across the whole of Berlin whilst providing natural lighting for the entire government hall. It was a fitting
end to a trip that echoed Berlin’s turbulent and ubiquitous past, yet
at the same time its newfound strength in reunification.

For the German students a visit to Berlin is central to the requirements of the A-Level, which requires not only mastery of the
language, but also familiarity with German art and architecture, as
well as cultural life. For History students this trip offered an important supplement to students’ A-Level course. It gave an excellent
introduction to the NEA (non-examined assessment) that students
prepare in Year 13, entitled ‘To what extent was the authoritarian
nature of the Nazi regime an aberration in the context of German
history in the years 1870-1990?’.

Despite the often times serious subject matter of the visit, it was
still a fun visit led by an enthusiastic group of teachers and an
equally interested set of students making for an informative, reflective and enjoyable trip. We thank Mr Fletcher, Mrs Ford, Miss
Francis and Mr Walters for this fantastic opportunity to experience
all sides of this incomparably significant city.
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Berlin is characterised by its past like no other city, as much during
the terror of the Third Reich as throughout the Cold War where the
artificially-established boundary between East and West became
a frontline. It was therefore only fitting that we experienced a wide
range of museums and monuments linked to Berlin’s dark past.
Nazi authoritarianism was exemplified in the Topography of Terror
exhibit which charted the Nazi’s rise from 1933 and details the horrific methods the Nazis used to establish their rule and eliminate
their opponents. A visit to the Berlin Wall Memorial at Bernauer
Straße, offered an insight into the division endured during the Cold
War, where hundreds attempted to flee East Germany by digging
tunnels or jumping from windows. The same period also took us
to the former Stasi prison at Hohenschönhausen, used to house
political prisoners and opponents to Communism. It was here that
the East German secret police would imprison and interrogate
suspected enemies of the state, using powerful methods of psychological warfare.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Zain Khan, 7B

Ben Frost, 7G

Zain Khan and Ben Frost were
nominated for being Year 7 Spelling Bee
School Champions!

We also experienced up close several historical architectural landmarks, including the colosseum-style Olympic stadium used in the
1936 summer games and the East Berlin TV Tower.
Despite its sometimes bleak past, Berlin remains one of the
most vibrant and diverse cultural hubs in the world, and this was
echoed throughout our visit, be it at the cutting-edge Sony Centre
at Potsdamer Platz, the centre of German cinema, or the East
Side Gallery, a rare surviving section of the Berlin Wall which has
been transformed into one of the best-known collections of street
art in the world. We enjoyed an evening visit to a concert at the
Berliner Philharmonie, a world-class classical music venue and
architectural masterpiece of its era. Our final day began with a
visit to the silent yet stirringly poignant Holocaust Memorial, which
tackles Germany’s difficult history with a powerful message of
remembrance, and was capped off with a visit to the redeveloped
Reichstag building, the centre of German government and an
iconic symbol of unity and solidarity across Germany and Europe,
capped by its magnificent Norman Forster glass dome.

Akshaiyram
Regura, 8D

Ugas
Jeyakanth, 8S

Akshaiyram Regura and Ugas
Jeyakanth were nominated for being
Year 8 Translation Bee School
Champions!

A NEW ADDITION
IF YOU ENJOY MATHS
CHALLENGES, READ ON... TO THE BIOLOGY
Our senior mathematicians have been producing some of our
best ever performances in competitions run by the UK Maths
Trust. In the toughest school maths exam, the second British
Maths Olympiad, Rubaiyat Khondaker scored 27/40 to be placed
14th out of all students in the UK. An impressive performance
since Rubaiyat is in year 11 and most of those above him were
sixth formers. Shavindra Jayasekera scored 25/40 to be placed
23rd in the UK.
They were also part of the Wilson’s Senior Maths Challenge
team which recently came 9th in the National Finals of Senior
Team Maths Challenge. Also in the team were Gabriel Cairns
and Alex Banwell. The photo shows them working together on a
poster about the ‘Mathematics of Bell Ringing’ now on display in
F12.

SWIMATHON THIS
SATURDAY

Thank you to everyone who collected the Woodcote Green
Garden Centre vouchers last year and brought them into school.
We have been able to purchase a group (known as an escargotoire) of 19 African Land Snails for the Science Department, now
housed in a tank in S9. We are delighted to be able to recycle
leftover salad items from the canteen for their food and they are
growing rapidly. The snails have been used as test subjects in an
A Level Biology core practical, where students investigated
habituation to a stimulus.

In the Intermediate Maths Challenge sat by many Wilson’s
pupils a record 121 gained the Gold award, 130 Silver and 79
Bronze. Rubaiyat Khondaker scored full marks (135/135) whilst
Andy Deng and Tony Lin (also year 11) each only got one
question wrong for their scores of 128 and 127 respectively. Top
score in year 10 was Ryan Court with 119 whilst in year 9 it was
Max Ma with 114 securing him the ‘Best in Year’ certificate. In
total 12 high scoring pupils have qualified for the Intermediate
Maths Olympiad, to be sat on Thursday 15 March. Also a record
118 pupils qualified for the Maths Kangaroos, tougher multiple
choice papers to be sat after school on the same day as the
Olympiads.
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Our congratulations go to all of them.

Lower
SchoolCompetition!
History Competition
History
How should we remember Bloody Mary?
What: Write your own obituary of Mary Tudor, from the
point of view of either a C16th Catholic, Elizabeth I, or a
modern historian. This will be judged by professional
historian Dr Whitelock – a reader in Early Modern History
at Royal Holloway University! Max 500 words
How: submit a word-processed answer, with your name
on it, to your History teacher or Mrs Ford. Ask your
teacher for more guidance/reading materials
When: No later than Monday 12th March
Prizes!
- House points per entry
- Letter of commendation from Dr Whitelock for the
entry judged best in terms of historiography and
expression, and Amazon vouchers.

99 Wilson’s boys and their siblings will be taking
part in Purley Rotary’s Swimathon 2018 this
Saturday in order to raise funds for Wilson’s.
Please support them by making a small donation
of £2 or more at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/
wilsonspfa2018.
If you would like to come along and cheer on
the 10 teams and watch them swim you will be
made very welcome. They will be swimming at
3.00 p.m. 7.00 p.m. and 8.00 p.m.
WILSON’S PFA

RECRUITS CAMP AND BIENNIAL INSPECTION
As the participants of EX CAVAN either jumped on a coach back
to school or cleaned their kit at Longmoor, the cadets, NCOs and
officers of A Company along with the RAF Section’s A Squadron, mustered at Wilson’s before being transported to Longmoor
Camp.
Day one consisted of some orientation followed by a carousel of
training. This included revision for the tests that were to follow
and in the case of the Army Section, a familiarisation with the obstacle course. In the evening the tests started in earnest with all
Army section recruits passing the weapons handling test for the
cadet general purpose rifle.
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Day two saw the unit conduct EX TANGIERS a carousel of training for recruits which sees them learn a range of skills including
command tasks, firing from different positions, navigation, using
the DCCT (a computerised range simulator), drill, archery and
many others. This year was a bit different however, as the day
was also used for the review phase of the biennial inspection.
The Reviewing Officer, Lt Col Andy Gooch, an Old Wilsonian, was
accompanied by Col Dennison, Col Cadets, London District, SSgt
Dambar from the Cadet Training Team and Mr Booth, the Head
of Wallington High School for Girls. They were conducted around
the training stands by Major Burton and the Cadet RSM, WO1
Liam Hopson and the Cadet Warrant Officer, CWO Ben St ClairGray. All three confessed themselves impressed by the standard
of training, the quality of the Cadet Force Adult Volunteers (CFAVs) and cadet NCOs and the engagement of the Recruits. We
await the report with interest, but the informal comments indicate
that it will be a positive one!
The following day saw the entire camp out on the training area for
EX PLUMER, an initial fieldcraft exercise for the recruits, training
them and practising them in camouflage and concealment, pairs
fire and movement and living in the field. Following this, an
excellent section attack demonstration by senior cadets took
place, which was a real treat for everyone there.
The final morning saw drill tests and a passing off parade at
which Major Burton congratulated the Recruits, thanked the
senior cadets, NCOs and CFAVs for their time and efforts and
issued A Coy with tier berets which they are now entitled to wear
as they cease to be recruits and become cadets.

RAF SE REGION NCOs CADRE
by Arjun Gopi

Dressed up in our smart civilian clothing, clutching bags for the
journey ahead, we said our final goodbyes to our family - the last
time we would see them for 5 days, and also the last time they
would see our old-selves before the transformation that would
occur during the process of the cadre into young, prospective
JNCOs and SNCOs.
Upon arrival onto the base, many of our assumptions had been
quashed - there was no one barking at us and it was seemingly
a relaxed start to the week in our new block, where we would
be doing the majority of our living and working. Building friendships was the focus of our attention on our arrival day - we did
this through icebreakers, activities and discussions. There was
no doubt that this set the tone for the rest of the week - we could
only all pass out on the final parade with scores we could be
proud of if we worked well as a team.
The next two days were important for the group as we had to
absorb all of the knowledge our highly capable instructors were
giving us in order to utilise their advice effectively in the assessments we’d be undertaking. This ranged from good communication skills, how to give a lesson and how to establish good
lesson conduct as well as confidence boosters (an impromptu
lesson given by an ex-serving member of a very highly respected
regiment within the British army) and how to build on our existing
leadership skills. It was not as dreary as it sounds either - our instructors had always stressed the importance of making sure our
cadets are always adequately engaged and they had not failed to
engage us during their lessons and during the week.

SPORTS NEWS

Football Team of the Week

An excellent last week for the football with Wilson’s wining every game they played. The 2nd XI beat Glenthorne 4-0 with the
influential Will Straw dominating the game from the play maker
position. All U15 teams did well to gain a clean sweep against
Sevenoaks especially the U15C. They produced a fine all-round
performance with some great goals scored, the best being a
James Meehan goal direct from a corner. The U14A beat
Sevenoaks 7-0 away from home. However, the 3rd XI become
team of the week for beating Reigate Grammar 1st team, 3-1.
Despite playing up two levels, they put in a very good team
performance with inspirational captain Luca Stringer leading by
example.

Football Player of the Week
Josh Eves scored a stunning hattrick for the 2nd XI, the second
goal a volley from outside the box. Pranav Mattipalli continued to
lead from the front for the U15Cs with two excellent goals and an
excellent attitude in organising the team to ensure their victory.
Reece Williamson was instrumental for the U15As with three
assists against Sevenoaks. Alex Berard put a complete display in
for the U14Bs; he was excellent in defence and scored the winning goal. Player of the week is Dmitri Goverdovsky who scored
a stunning four goals against Sevenoaks for the U14As.
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Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday 5 February
Wilson’s vs Sevenoaks
U15A won 4 - 0
U15B won 3 - 1
U15C won 7 - 1
U15D won 6 - 3
Wednesday 7 February
Wilson’s vs. Glenthorne
2nd XI won 4 - 0
Wilson’s vs. Reigate Grammar
3rd XI won 3 - 1
5th XI won 3 - 0
Thursday 8 February
Wilson’s vs. Sevenoaks
U14A won 7 - 0
U14B won 1 - 0
U14C won 1 - 0

Having done the best we could on our assessments which accounted for our final scores, time went by very quickly and we
found ourselves on the final parade, minutes away from returning
home with amazed family members.

Wilson’s Update

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

We all left RAF Henlow as a better version of the person we
arrived as.
Pictured above: Reece Williamson

Pictured above: U14 Goalscorers Dmitri Goverdovsky and Alex
Berard.
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SUTTON TRUST SUCCESS!
We are delighted to report that two Year 12 students –
Husnayn Nazim and Oscar Taperell – have been accepted
on to the Sutton Trust US University Scheme. They fought
off very tough competition to gain a place on the programme
which provides participants with a wide range of activities to
help them make informed decisions as to whether to apply

to study in America. As part of the programme, they
will each attend a one-week Summer School in the US
gaining first-hand experience of what student life is really
like. Their acceptance is a reflection of their outstanding
diligence and academic success, as well as the breadth of
interests they each pursue outside the classroom. We are
very proud of, and excited for, them.

2 March, 2018

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 5 March
Used Uniform Sale (3.30 p.m.)
Maths Circle Lecture (3.45 p.m.)

•
•

Tuesday 6 March - A level Recital
Evening (7.00 p.m.)
Thursday 8 March
Y8 Parents’ Evening (4.00 p.m.)
MUFTI Day in aid of Royal Marsden.

•

Tuesday 13 March - Young Musician of
the Year Final (7.00 p.m.)

•

Wednesday 14 March - EARLY FINISH
FOR STUDENTS

•

Thursday 15 March - Medical Information
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 16 March - Y9 Immunisations
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Early Mornings
For pupils who arrive early to school, the
Dining Hall area is available from 07.45 for
any pupil wishing to purchase food. The
playground is also supervised from 08.00
and the Library is open from 07.45 for quiet
work or reading. As far as possible, we expect
homework to be completed at home and it is
only in exceptional circumstances that boys
should be working at this time - much better
just to chat with friends and relax before the
day ahead!

Pictured from left to right: Oscar Taperell and Husnayn Nazim

SATRO PROBLEM
SPLASH FOR CASH - ALL
SOLVING COMPETITION –
FOR A GOOD CAUSE
KS4 TEAM REACH THE
by Nabeel Abdul Rasheed
REGIONAL FINAL!
The crowd buzzed with eager anticipation. Parents and children
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On Thursday 22 February, three teams of boys from each Key
Stage ventured to St Philomena’s School to take part in the
SATRO Problem Solving Competition. The competition involves
the teams being set a practical problem to be solved using only a
limited number of resources. There are still some heats to be run
and so details of the task need to be kept secret, but needless to
say the task required careful planning and even more careful
building. All teams produced a valiant effort, but it was the key
stage 4 team who progress to the regional final, finishing runners-up on the night in their age category. The regional finals will
be held in March so watch this space for updates on how they got
on!

alike lined the stands, barely able to contain their excitement
for what was to be a thoroughly enjoyable experience. Siblings
whispered amongst themselves, occasionally cheering in delight
on spotting their brothers and sisters. But all conversation was
immediately cut off by the countdown. As it neared the final few
seconds, the swimmers readied themselves for the first length. 5,
4, 3, 2, 1…
The blare of the klaxon sounded, and the first swimmers from each
lane dived in, the splash of water inaudible over the cheers and
shouts of the crowd. Some were flawless in their technique. Even
those who were not yet expert swimmers have to be credited for
their admirable efforts. The Wilson’s School of Fish (more than 100
in total) did swim with their hearts until the very end. This being
my first time at a Swimathon, I was slightly anxious at the start.
However, as I began to settle in, I built up a comfortable rhythm
and pace, and was able to swim consistently throughout. In what
seemed like a few minutes, the countdown to stop began, sending
the crowd into shouts of encouragement.
I could not have hoped for a more enjoyable experience, and was
really surprised upon finding out that our team had completed the
most laps: a total of 148. None of it could have happened without
the perseverance, effort and determination of the parents and carers, and we are alL grateful for their encouragement and support.
A special thank you for the PFA for setting up this brilliant event. It
makes one feel great to know that while having fun we also helped
raise money for a worthy cause. Perhaps even as I write this, the
funds are flowing in by way of sponsorship and donations. For
those of you who couldn’t take part in the Swimathon; you can still
be part of this wonderful project by donating at least £2 pounds (on
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/wilsonspfa2018) this year and
get practising for SWIMATHON 2019.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Neel Patel, 7C
Following a prolonged period of absence,
Neel has caught up on all his missed
work, in his own time, with a smile on his
face. Great job Neel.

Ian Cotton, 8C
Ian has been nominated for stepping
in to fill the gap when a Debating Team
didn’t arrive to compete but graciously
stepping back when they did eventually
arrive!
Pictured left (from top):
KS3 team: Usman Malik, Kuba Rainko, Ben Owen Range, Aryan
Manchali, Ayush Singh, Sai Brashanthan
KS4 team: Haris Ashley, Max Locke, Koushikk Ayyappan, Jaciron
Kamalathasan, Neos Tang, Evin Thavaratnam
KS5 team: Abhinandan Chatterjee, Humphrey Keeper, Ben Flatt,
Kit Foulkes

MATHS DEPARTMENT - IT ALL ADDS UP!
There is always a lot going on within the maths department so
here is a snapshot of some of the things that have been happening during lessons over the last few weeks:
At Key Stage 3, Year 7 students have been investigating number
sequences, looking for patterns and identifying general formulae to describe these. These skills have then been applied to
investigate the relationships between the perimeter and shared
common edges for 2D shapes. Year 8 have had a statistics focus
recently and have been looking at the best forms of representing
data and how to interpret these. There has also been a Year 8
maths creative writing competition and we look forward to seeing
the entries for this!

Lower
SchoolCompetition!
History Competition
History
How should we remember Bloody Mary?
What: Write your own obituary of Mary Tudor, from the
point of view of either a C16th Catholic, Elizabeth I, or a
modern historian. This will be judged by professional
historian Dr Whitelock – a reader in Early Modern History
at Royal Holloway University! Max 500 words
How: submit a word-processed answer, with your name
on it, to your History teacher or Mrs Ford. Ask your
teacher for more guidance/reading materials
When: No later than Monday 12th March
Prizes!
- House points per entry
- Letter of commendation from Dr Whitelock for the
entry judged best in terms of historiography and
expression, and Amazon vouchers.
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At Key Stage 4, Year 9 have had a shape focus recently and
have been investigating congruence and similarity, and then
using these skills to prove geometric properties. Year 10 have
been delving further into trigonometry and have been exploring
the properties of the sine, cosine and tangent functions for angles greater than 90 degrees, as well as implementing the sine
rule and cosine rule. Within Year 11, the focus is very much on
preparation for the GCSE. They have been consolidating work by
completing harder problems, such as tackling problems from our
‘Aim Higher’ pack. Key Stage 4 also recently completed the Intermediate Maths Challenge, with over 400 students taking part!
Key Stage 5 students are mid mocks at the moment and have
been revising the wide range of advanced topics that they been
studying this year. The lower 6th are bringing together their skills
from pure maths, statistics and mechanics and the further mathematicians are also consolidating their work on complex numbers,
roots of equations and proof by induction. The upper 6th are
currently studying the Core 4 pure maths module and have also
been recapping mechanics. The upper 6th further mathematicians have been tackling further pure topics as well as taking
statistics and mechanics to a higher level and studying the fascinating area of Decision maths.
Many more events and competitions have been happening outside of the classroom and, starting next week, we have our annual Maths Circle lectures which have a fantastic line up of speakers over the next 4 Mondays during March. Aimed at 6th formers
the titles of these lecture are: “the p-adic numbers”, “Maths in
Astronomy”, “Closing the Gap” and “Magic, fantasy football and
seeing the future”. Please refer to the Wilson’s Match Circle web
page: http://www.wilsons.school/curriculum/dept/maths/circle/

As part of the Edward Wilson Symposium
2018 series, Dr Cooper will be giving a short
lecture on ‘How to deliberately misrepresent
data’. This will be followed by a Q&A session.
Tuesday, 6 March
Lecture Theatre
1545-1645

Y11 GCSE MUSICIANS’
EVENING
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The Year 11 GCSE Musicians’ Evening on Tuesday this week
took place in the Bowden Room. The quality of performances
was superb, and the students all performed excellently. Highlights
of the evening included the rendition of Gabrieli’s Canzon a 4 performed by Solal Bouchon, Noah Chandler, Nathaniel Green, and
Peter Wales. Tony Lin and Alex Fletcher’s performance of Lily’s
Eyes was sung with great sensitivity, and Andy Deng and Richard
Gotts’ exciting performance of Brahms’ Hungarian Dance No 5
in F# minor brought the evening to a rousing finish. In his closing
words, Mr Elsom thanked all students and parents in all that they
had done to prepare and support the students. What was most
impressive, he expressed, was that students had taken it upon
themselves to help one another with this potential coursework
through accompanying one another, even if they were not being
assessed on that given performance. The attitude these students
demonstrate aptly reflects our school motto, ‘Non Sibi Sed Omnibus’.

SPORTS NEWS

Football Team of the Week

The junior teams took over this week with some sublime performances. The U13B and U12B teams continued their good form
with two away wins each against KCS and Epsom College. The
U13As went goal crazy scoring thirteen goals in two games,
with Arthur Wilson exceptional in both games. Team of the week
goes to the U12As who put in a determined display to beat KCS
1-0 with captain Harry Endacott superb at the back. On the
Saturday their attacking football shone with a 6-1 win away at
Epsom College, Thrissan Rajkumar put in a man of the match
performance in a good team display.

Football Player of the Week
Dubem Eze and Guy Rogers had an excellent week, scoring five
goals each in just two games. Zain Syed was instrumental for
the U12Bs in their two victories,while Toby Godwin took off his
goalkeeping gloves for one game to score one of the goals of the
season for the 1st XI team. Player of the week goes to Bradley
Lamptey who had a week to remember. He firstly scored the winning and only goal in the last-minute for the U12As versus KCS.
Then just two days later he scored four against Epsom.

Pictured above: Bradley Lamptey

A Busy Week!
It was one of the busiest weeks of football at Wilson’s with
thirty-two games in just six days. The cold nearly spoiled it, but
with excellent commitment all week by pupils, not even the frost
could get in the way of some outstanding displays. A big thank
you to all pupils and staff who made all these games possible,
especially Thursday after school when every year group from 7
up to 12 participated in some form of football.
Pictured above: U12A Team of the Week

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Tuesday 20 February
Wilson’s vs KCS (block friendly)
U13A 		
drew 3 - 3
U3B 		
won 4 - 0
U13C 		
won 4 - 2
U13D 		
won 6 - 3
Wednesday 21 Feb
Wilson’s vs. Warlingham (Surrey League)
1st XI		
won 6 - 3
Wilson’s vs. Challoner (Surrey League)
3rd XI 		
lost
1-4
Wilson’s vs. Sutton
4th XI 		
lost
0-6
5th XI 		
drew 3 - 3
Thursday 22 Feb
Wilson’s vs City Of London (block friendly)
U14A 		
won 3 - 2
U14B 		
drew 0 - 0
U14C 		
won 4 - 3
U14D 		
Lost 0 --0
Wilson’s vs KCS (block friendly)
U12A 		
won 1 - 0
U12B 		
won 3 - 0
U12C 		
won 5 - 3
U12D 		
won 4 - 2
Friday 23 Feb
Wilson’s vs. Overton (District Cup)
3rd XI 		
won 1 - 0
Saturday 24 Feb
Wilson’s vs KCS (block friendly)
4th XI 		
lost
0-7
3rd XI 		
lost
1-2
U15A 		
lost
0-1
U15B 		
won 4 - 2
U15C 		
lost
0-2
Wilson’s vs. Epsom College (block friendly)
U13A 		
won 10 - 0
U13B 		
won 9 - 0
U12A 		
won 6 - 1
U12B 		
won 5 - 0
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AS AND A LEVEL MUSICIANS’ EVENING
Some of our very best musicians delighted an
appreciative audience on Tuesday evening this
week at the AS and A-Level Musicians’ Evening. All
students performed exceptionally. Although each
and every performance was strong in its own right,
the dazzling solo fills performed by Tishe Sokan
on the drum kit in Brazilian Overture, the sensitive
rendition of Dowland’s Flow my Tears sung by
Alex Mahmood, and the dazzling musical fireworks
performed by Owen Child on the clarinet and Tom
Thornton on the trumpet are worthy of special

mention. Thanks go to Mr Lissimore and Dr
Clayden, in particular, for accompanying the
students in this highly challenging repertoire. The
music department would like to thank all those
who attended the recital and who provide ongoing
support to our wonderfully hard-working music
students. Mr Cole, in his closing words, explained
how much time it takes in order for the students
to reach such a high level on any instrument,
and said that he thought their efforts were
commendable.

9 March, 2018

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 12 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Wednesday 14 March - EARLY FINISH
FOR STUDENTS

•

Thursday 15 March - Medical Information
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 16 March - Y9 Immunisations

•

Friday 16 March - Y8 PFA Cake Sale

•

Monday 19 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Wednesday 21 March - Y7 Music
Showcase I (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 22 March - Y7 Music Showcase
II (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 23 March - Activities Day
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Attendance
The overall attendance figure for the school
continues to be very high (at 98%) and this
has been consistently the case for some
years. This is only achieved thanks to the
support of parents and the exceptional
motivation and resilience of the boys. Thank
you for all your support in this area.

MATHSBOMBE

CAMBRIDGE HISTORY
FOR SCHOOLS

Students of the Week
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Do the problems in the JMC, IMC and SMC interest you? But have Wilson’s have gone on to
	
  
2017-‐18	
  Programme	
  
	
  
you ever wanted other equipment to solve them? Would you like to Oxford and Cambridge and
work together with others in order to solve them?
other top ranking universities and we believe that the
Mathsbombe is the competition where calculators, computers and key to success is getting
the internet are permitted, competitors can collaborate in teams of students involved as early
up to four people, and no technique is wrong so long as you get
as possible in their school
the right answer. You even have three attempts to get the correct
career. Cambridge History
answer. Mathsbombe is a competition comprised of four weeks
for Schools is an exciting
of challenges. Each challenge consists of two separate questions
outreach initiative by one of
(typically more difficult than those found even in the SMC). Each
the leading History Faculties
week you must race to be the first to solve these two questions, or in the world. They want to
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book, email admin@hist.
the opportunity to win a spot prize of £10 of amazon vouchers for
cam.ac.uk or contact Mrs
each team member for each puzzle they complete. If your team
Ford with any questions.
	
  	
  
wins, you may expect further monetary compensation.
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If you want to see how an elite team of computer scientists has
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achieved in the past, see team ‘0ACicada3301’ on Mathsbombe
2018 and 2017
The sessions on offer this year are as follows:

In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Myles Alao

Ayan Nair

Cambridge	
  History	
  for	
  Schools	
  is	
  an	
  exciting	
  outreach	
  initiative	
  from	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  world’s	
  
leading	
  History	
  Faculties.	
  Workshops	
  are	
  hands-‐on	
  and	
  designed	
  to	
  stimulate	
  a	
  passion	
  for	
  
asking	
  questions	
  about	
  the	
  past	
  and	
  trying	
  out	
  new	
  ideas.	
  You	
  can	
  act	
  out	
  an	
  ancient	
  Greek	
  
animal	
  sacrifice,	
  create	
  a	
  queen,	
  or	
  even	
  rebuild	
  a	
  war	
  torn	
  Europe	
  as	
  we	
  engage	
  with	
  some	
  
of	
  history’s	
  biggest	
  problems,	
  events	
  and	
  personalities.	
  Meet	
  other	
  young	
  people	
  who	
  love	
  
playing	
  with	
  ideas,	
  and	
  together	
  unearth	
  some	
  unexpected	
  insights	
  about	
  our	
  past!	
  
Cost:	
  Free	
  
Location:	
  All	
  sessions	
  will	
  be	
  at	
  the	
  Faculty	
  of	
  History	
  building,	
  West	
  Rd,	
  Cambridge,	
  CB3	
  9EF	
  
Time:	
  11am	
  until	
  12:30pm	
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Faculty	
  of	
  History	
  telephone	
  number:	
  	
  +44	
  (0)	
  1223	
  3	
  35340	
  

Out of the Ashes: Rebuilding Europe after the Second World
War
In 1945, Europe lay in ruins. But within only a few years, Western Europe was wealthy, democratic and peaceful. Today, we can
sometimes take this for granted. But at the time, very few people
imagined that Europe would experience such an incredible recovery. In fact, most people believed that a new war was imminent.
In this session, we will look not only at what actually happened in
Europe after the Second World War, but also at the visions and
fears of what might have happened, but never did. We will try to get
into the heads of the people entrusted with rebuilding Europe, and
ask ourselves how they dealt with the biggest problems of the time.
Finally, you will get to debate what you would have done if you
were in their situation

Pictured above: Michael Kuc and Min Hyuk Shim

Murder in Sarajevo: How an Assassination led to the First
World War
On 28 June 1914, the heir to the throne of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire and his wife were assassinated in Sarajevo, the capital of
Bosnia. Their assassin was a Bosnian Serb, who dreamed of bringing Bosnia into a Serbian state. But the attack quickly became a
political problem for all of Europe, producing a crisis that within just
a matter of weeks led to the outbreak of the First World War. How
important was the assassination in causing the war? Was it simply an excuse by larger powers to settle old scores? What role did
other powers play in the crisis? And how much importance should
we attach to the acts of individuals in history? Professor Sir Christopher Clark will take us through the event of summer 1914. We
will discuss images of the assassination to help us solve the many
problems we face when asking why this horrific war happened.

Sireish Nankani
Myles, Ayan and Sireish have been nominated
for their compassionate rescue of a budgie that
had been injured at Beckenham Junction this
week.

Folaju George
Folaju has been nominated for showing a really
positive attitude during a difficult experience.

EDWARD WILSON
SYMPOSIUM 2018 SERIES

Marriage

and its legal ramiÞcations

MATHS CIRCLE
LECTURES

Wilson’s School Maths Circle

Maths in Astronomy
March 12 2018, 4 – 5 pm

John Nicholson

Partner at Nicholson Turner, former
partner at Irwin Mitchell

Wednesday, 21
March 2018
1545 – 1645

Edward
Wilson
Symposia

Wilson’s School Lecture Theatre

PROF. CARL MURRAY
Professor of Mathematics
and Astronomy
Queen Mary, University of London

Professor Murray will talk about the history of mathematics applied to
the two-body and three-body problems, along with the role of
mathematics in the discovery of new Saturnian moons by the Cassini
spacecraft.

Wilson’s School
Lecture Theatre
www.wilsons.school
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Lower
SchoolCompetition!
History Competition
History
How should we remember Bloody Mary?
What: Write your own obituary of Mary Tudor, from the
point of view of either a C16th Catholic, Elizabeth I, or a
modern historian. This will be judged by professional
historian Dr Whitelock – a reader in Early Modern History
at Royal Holloway University! Max 500 words
How: submit a word-processed answer, with your name
on it, to your History teacher or Mrs Ford. Ask your
teacher for more guidance/reading materials
When: No later than Monday 12th March
Prizes!
- House points per entry
- Letter of commendation from Dr Whitelock for the
entry judged best in terms of historiography and
expression, and Amazon vouchers.

REMINDER
A reminder to parents of all those
Year 9 boys
participating in the
French Trip during
Activities week,
the payment date
for the final instalment is Friday 23 March.

SPORTS RESULTS
Unfortunately due to the bad
weather last week, all sports
matches were cancelled, meaning
there are no sports results to publish
this week.

TEACHING AND LEARNING,
A 2-WAY PROCESS
This week, a group of 17 Year 10 students went to Bandon Hill
Pri-mary School to teach a French lesson to 90 Year 6 students.
For the first time they became teachers and experienced the joys
and challenges of teaching. Here is some of their valuable feedback:
“The trip to Bandon Hill Primary School was excellent. I met a
lively and enthusiastic group of children and I really enjoyed
teaching French phonics to them. This French lesson included fun
games and quizzes and my students particularly enjoyed playing
‘Repeat After Me’ and ‘Snap - Phonics’. The students were given a
tongue-twisting challenge, whoever could say the tongue-twisting
French phrase quickest won the competition.”
Abiram Manoharan – 10S1
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“The trip was a very good experience and cemented my knowledge of things I had learnt in lessons as I was able to teach
them to children so that they understood it as well.”
Adam Sakabani – 10D2

Links

“The trip to Bandon Hill was a different kind of learning experience. It enhanced our own skills while also improving the
French skills of others and it felt quite special to be able share
my knowledge to the young and bright students of Bandon Hill.”
Navaneeth Kanakkaparambil - 10D1

Absence Request Form

A big thank you to all of the students who represented the
school in an outstanding manner.

Next Week’s Menus
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 19 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Wednesday 21 March - Y7 Music
Showcase I (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 22 March - Y7 Music Showcase
II (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 23 March - Activities Day

•

Friday 23 March - Y11 English Language
Mock Examination

•

Friday 23 March - Y12 & Y13 Music CA 1

•

Monday 26 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Tuesday 27 March - Spring Concert (7.00
p.m.)

•

Thursday 29 March - Whole School
Photograph and end of term
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Coats and Jackets
Now that the weather is beginning to
improve, a reminder that only formal, dark
coloured coats and jackets are acceptable
– no hoodies or sportswear.

READERS RAISE £2,250 FOR
AKENKAN

WILSON’S WIN AT STEM
WRITING COMPETITION

Boys from years 7 and 8 embraced the opportunity to mark a
rather dreary February by discovering all kinds of
classical and contemporary literature as part of
our Readathon initiative.

We are delighted to announce that Akesh Mistry (Year 11) won first
place in the STEM Challenge writing competition and Devanandh
Murugesan (Year 10) was a finalist in his age and topic category.  
Our congratulations go to both of them on this achievement.

In an impressive effort by boys and their families,
a total of £2,250 was raised, all of which will go
towards helping provide much needed reading materials for children in impoverished schools in Africa. The Akenkan stories, which
are currently being penned and illustrated by Wilson’s boys, will
be transformed into a range of professionally published, bespoke
reading books to encourage children in Ghana to read for pleasure.

The competition was open for students from Years 7 - 13 and
the challenge was to write an article of approximately 700 words
on one of the following four categories: Science, Technology,
Engineering or Mathematics. Students were entered into
either Under 14, Under 16 or Under 18 categories and their entries
were judged on style, creativity and content. Judges included the
Chief Pilot and Chief Engineer from British Airways.

Top Year 8 fundraising class was 8G who shall enjoy a box of
chocolates. Mert and Christian explain:
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In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Akesh won first prize which includes a tour of the Engineering
department at Heathrow Airport and both students will have their
articles published in a journal, which will be published to all the
London schools involved.

“Readathon was a great excuse to raise some money for a good
cause and to do some reading. It is especially good that this mon- Please note that the internal Wilson’s Science Writing Competition
has a closing date of Monday 26 March, so you still have time to
ey is going to children in Ghana to give them a chance to enjoy
reading as much as we do. I read Stephen King’s IT, an exciting
submit your entries.
and scary story which has an element of comedy to lighten it. The
Goblet of Fire was another great read as JK Rowling makes you
feel like you’re in the world of Harry Potter.” Mert Gul
Pictured left:
Akesh Mistry
“Readathon was great fun. I’ve always liked to read and find it
even better if I can do some good at the same time. Akenkan is a
great charity that gives Ghanaian children opportunities to read.
I come from Ghana and am happy that kids, even if they don’t go
the best boys’ school in the country, will get the opportunity to read
all kinds of books through Akenkan. During Readathon, I read an
incredible book series called Maximum Ride and would recommend it to anyone who likes action and thrills.” Christian Otu

Wilson’s Update

Students of the Week

Pictured left:
Devanandh Murugesan

Yousif Azawi
Yousif has been nominated for showing real
compassion and concern for a fellow pupil.

Richard Mayhew
Richard has been nominated for being
helpful and considerate in reuniting a lost
blazer with its rightful owner.

Pictured above: Mert Gul and Christian Otu

SUCCESS FOR
WILSON’S AT THE
COULSDON & PURLEY
MUSIC FESTIVAL
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On Saturday 10 March the oboists from Wilson’s school took
the Coulsdon and Purley festival by storm, entering a large
number of solo classes and receiving many high awards of
Honours, Distinction and Outstanding for their performances.
The oboe ensemble (Neo Tang, James Craik, Ryan Court,
Jamal Elaheebocus, Joel Palmer and Michael Lowe) gave
a fine rendition of ‘Eleanor Rigby’, receiving an ‘outstanding’
category, the ‘Elsie Brown Challenge Cup’ and an invitation to
perform in the Festival prizewinners’ concert. Ryan Court received ‘outstanding’ for his performance of the Poulenc Sonata and was awarded the Raymond Douglas memorial trophy.
He was also nominated by the adjudicator to go forward to the
prestigious Hervey Alan competition as representative of the
woodwind competitors, which takes place on 24th March. We
wish him every success as he competes against top performers from each of the other categories in the festival.

MATHS CIRCLE
LECTURES

REMINDER
A reminder to parents of all those
Year 9 boys
participating in the
French Trip during
Activities week,
the payment date
for the final instalment is Friday 23 March.

WOODCOTE GREEN
GARDEN CENTRE
VOUCHERS

EDWARD WILSON
SYMPOSIUM 2018

Marriage

and its legal ramiÞcations
John Nicholson

Partner at Nicholson Turner, former
partner at Irwin Mitchell

Wednesday, 21
March 2018
1545 – 1645
Wilson’s School
Lecture Theatre
www.wilsons.school

Edward
Wilson
Symposia

We are
again collecting vouchers
from Woodcote Green
Garden
Centre for
the School.
A 25p voucher is issued for every £10 spent
so please do ask for these at the
checkout as you buy any garden
plants/tools/gifts etc. This will enable us to get free plants and equipment for the School. The collecting
box for your vouchers in School is
on the reception desk. Vouchers will
be issued on all purchases until 31
July.

SPORTS NEWS

VISIT BY DAVID DEIN
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David Dein, former
Vice-Chairman of
Arsenal and the
Football Association, gave a rousing
talk to Year 11 on
Thursday. David
was one of the main
architects in the creation of the Premier
League in 1992 and
has been at the forefront of many of the
important changes
in football including the introduction of Goal Line
Technology. During his time at the club, he was responsible for football matters taking an active role
in the transfer of players and contract negotiations
where he was able to use his extensive network
of football contacts. Dein was behind the appointment of the then little known Arsène Wenger to
the manager’s job in 1996; under Wenger, Arsenal
have won the Premier League three times and the
FA Cup six times, and Dein strongly backed him
and his transfer wishes throughout.
As well as describing some of the key technological developments in football, he drew on anecdotes and personal mantras to illustrate his ‘recipe
for success’ in life. He dwelled particularly on
issues of pride and reputation, and pupils in Year
11 will no doubt reflect on this in the coming
weeks!

Football Team of the Week
The U13As gained two wins this week with a thrilling 4-3 win
over Dulwich and a comprehensive 3-0 victory of Cedars. The
2nd XI put in a good away performance to beat Dulwich 2-1 with
Luke Saitch netting the winner. This week’s team of the week is
the U14As for putting in a complete display to beat Dulwich 5-2
with Jacob De Sa producing a man of the match performance.

Football Player of the Week
Richard Gotts put in a good all round performance for the 3rd XI
and capped it off with a fine free kick goal. Dimitri Goverdovsky
was in devastating form with a hattrick for the U14As while Christian Otu was influential in both U13A wins. Player of the week
goes to Niall Byrne for continuing his good form for the 2nd XI
and scoring a bullet header against Dulwich.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Tuesday 5 March
Wilson’s vs Dulwich (Block Friendly)
U13A won 4-3
U13B drew 2-2
U13C lost 7-2
U13D lost 7-1
U13E lost 1-0
Wednesday 6 March
Wilson’s vs RGS (Block Friendly)
3rd XI won 3-0
4th XI lost 4-0
Friday 9 March
Wilson’s vs Dulwich (Block Friendly)
U12A lost 4-0
U12B lost 4-3
U12C lost 3-0
U12D lost 6-7
U12E lost 6-2
U13A beat Cedar’s 3-0 (Friendly)

Pictured above: Luke Saitch and Niall Byrne

Saturday 10 March
Wilson’s vs Dulwich (Block Friendly)
1st XI lost 1-0
2nd XI won 2-1
3rd XI lost 1-0
4th XI lost 7-0
U15A lost 4-0
U15B lost 6-1
U15C lost 9-0
U14A won 5-2
U14B lost 1-0
U14C lost 2-0

Chess Results
Wilson’s C beat Whitgift A 4.5 – 1.5

Pictured above: Madani Sidibe and Christian Otu
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YEAR 7 MUSIC SHOWCASE
An exciting evening was had by a packed audience on
both Wednesday and Thursday nights this week. Both
astounding successes, the two Year 7 Showcases delighted all who attended, and the progress that students have
made since starting their instrument in September, as part
of the Instrumental Programme at Wilson’s, was tangible.
It is hard to think that these students had not played their
instruments before starting the school in September! Mr
Walters commented on the quality of sound and said he
was confident that the performances were the best he has
heard to date. Richard Gotts, now in year 11, who started
playing percussion in 2013 as a year 7 on the programme,
opened the concert with a dazzling solo that he is about to
perform as part of his grade 8 recital in a few short

23 March, 2018

Links

weeks, before a series of small ensemble performances
were delivered with aplomb by students in year 7.
The culmination of the evening came in the form of the
joint Year 7 Wind Band, and Year 7 Choir, Schola Cantorum, performing Don’t Stop Believin’. Mr Elsom would like
to thank all staff and parents who so positively enthuse the
students in music-making. In his closing words, Mr Cole
applauded the hard work and dedication of the students
and all those who encourage the students in their musical
endeavours. Speaking of the way in which a Wilson’s boy
can earn his colours tie, Mr Cole implored the students to
continue to aspire, and really push themselves so that they
realise their full potential.

Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 26 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Tuesday 27 March - Spring Concert (7.00
p.m.)

•

Thursday 29 March - Whole School
Photograph and the end of term

•

Monday 16 April - TERM BEGINS 10.50
a.m.

•

Thursday 19 April - Y7 Parents’
Information Eve. (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 20 April - Y8 PFA Cake Sale (3.00
p.m.)
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Road Safety
Please talk to your son about the
importance of not using a mobile phone,
texting or listening to headphones while
crossing the road. Please also talk about
the particular dangers of running across
busy roads for a bus or train; it is better to
be late than seriously injured or killed.

LONDON YOUTH GAMES BADMINTON
The school reached the final this year in both the U14 and U16
age categories. The winner of the competition would progress
to the National Schools Finals.
After a 3 hour journey courtesy of the M25, the teams arrived at
Redbridge.  The U14 team performed extremely well and were
placed second overall.  They lost a tight final to a very strong
team. Every member of the team received a silver medal. At
the beginning of the season it looked unlikely that they would
reach the London Youth Games final, but a lot of hard work and
training made a huge difference to their levels of performance.
The team comprised:  Luke Griffiths, Sidhansh Dighe, Rohan
Amte, Kinshuk Jain and Shivam Popli.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

The U16 team was made up of 3 year eleven and 2 year ten players. They had a number of tough games, but eventually reached
the semi- final. Sadly they lost, but won the third place play off and
received bronze medals. All players performed well and of course
two will still be eligible next year. The team comprised: Tim Li,
Kaamil Kaba, Neel Maniar, Tom Malcolm and Jazeban Asokkumar.
Over the season all the school teams, from year 7 to year 13 have
won every match leading up to the London Finals. The Lower
School is very strong and there is a bright future ahead for
badminton at Wilson’s.
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We are also delighted to announce that Wilson’s won the
Fair play award which was voted for by all the other teams in the
competition. Clearly the boys behave impeccably even when under
pressure!

Ivor Alberto, 7G
Ivor has been nominated for being
exceptionally helpful and a very positive
influence around the school.

SCIENCE LIVE!
On Friday 2 March some Wilson’s boys, along with Physics
teacher Mr Benn, travelled to the Victoria Palace Theatre
for ‘Science Live!’
They were treated to talks from five world renowned scientists (pictured right) which included Professor Steve Jones,
Professor Lord Robert Winston, Professor Andrea Sella,
Professor Jim Al-Khalili and Dr Helen Czerski. The talks
introduced them to new concepts and ideas with exciting
practical demonstrations, including an exploding water bottle demo from Professor Sella.
It was an enjoyable trip that opened their eyes to a new
world of science outside of school, and science in everyday
life, where principles learnt in school can be applied to
further enhance our understanding of science in our daily
lives.

Ben Owen-Range, 8D
Ben has been nominated for showing an
overall improvement in his attitude and
performance in school.

RUGBY NEWS
MATCH REPORTS

WOODCOTE GREEN
GARDEN CENTRE
VOUCHERS

Year 11 v Carshalton Boys
On Monday, The 1st XV played Carshalton Boys. In the first half,
after a few unforced errors early on, the opponents managed
to score 2 quick tries. The opposition was able to exploit their
weight advantage, however the Wilson’s boys showed great
spirit to pull off a commendable performance. There was a valiant effort by Alfie McMullen who fielded a kick from deep before
running the length of the pitch to score. The second half was a
better showing, with Wilson’s managing to hold their own, whilst
threatening the line on many occasions. Unfortunately they went
down 17-7.
By Rehan Gamage 11C
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Year 9 7’s v Trinity
On a cold, soggy Wednesday afternoon, the Wilson’s team faced
Trinity, featuring some of their best A and B players. The team
learnt a lot, despite losing their first ever sevens game. They performed with high standards, but Trinity’s beefy forwards were too
experienced and had a weight advantage. Jeyakumar impressed
all game and scored an outstanding try. After receiving a kick off
he sidestepped his way through 2 Trinity players before leaving
the whole Trinity team behind him to score underneath the posts.
By Classin Jeyakumar 9G
Year 7 v Box Hill
The match started off well for Wilson’s with 4 tries in the first 10
minutes and the quality of the play was excellent. Their good
form went downhill towards half time because they held their
heads too high with Box Hill scoring 2 tries. After pulling their act
together, they scored 4 more tries with the opposition only scoring 1, leading to victory. Josh Chiang scored 2 excellent tries;
selling two excellent dummies before sprinting clear to dive over.
Daniel Mani and Jerome Fernando both broke through their
defence like a wrecking ball to score and take it to half time.
Myles Alao and Sean Balite (2) also scored amazing tries
through teamwork and unbelievable speed. The end score was
35 – 15 to Wilson’s.
By Josh Chiang 7S

FOOTBALL MATCH
REPORT
After a disappointing 1-0 defeat to Dulwich College the previous Saturday, the 1st XI was keen to get back to winning ways,
taking a short trip to Stanley Park for the semi-final of the Sutton
Cup.
Wilson’s started the game well, sitting in and analysing the
weaknesses of the Stanley Park back line; it wasn’t long before
the chances started to come. Long balls on a boggy pitch saw
the team get in behind the Stanley Park defence giving the front
three numerous chances. They continued to play the ball long
and eventually it came off, as a scrap on the left hand side saw
the ever-present Jarrold come out with the ball, and play in a
perfect aerial pass to Essilfie-Conduah, who calmly chested it  
down before striking it past the keeper and into the back of the
net. 1-0. After a rousing team talk at half-time, the team went into
the 2nd half full of confidence, knowing a final against their rivals
was only 40 minutes away. Again, they sat-in but an uncharacteristic mistake gave Stanley Park a way back into the game
early in the second half. The full time whistle blew and they were
straight to penalties. With a confident line up of takers, they
took an early advantage after a great save from Baddeliyanage.
However, 3 misses saw their fine composure put to waste. After
countless saves from Baddeliyanage and 11 penalties from both
sides, a Stanley Park miss meant Barke-Asuni could win the
game. There was very little doubt, he stepped up and slotted it
to the keepers right, sending Wilson’s into a frenzy and into the
final. After a shocking 24 penalties taken in total, Wilson’s was
into the final against Sutton Grammar.
Team: E Baddeliyanage, F Barke-Asuni, N Mitchell, C Black, T
Soretire, R Jarrold, S Barker, C E-Conduah, O Gregorczyk, S
Moody, J Eves
Subs: W Hicks, T St Clair-Gray, L Saitch, D Allchin
MOM: Jarrold
Report by C E-Conduah

We are again
collecting vouchers from Woodcote Green
Garden Centre
for the School. A
25p voucher is
issued for every £10 spent,
so please do ask for these at the
checkout as you buy any garden
plants/tools/gifts etc. This will enable us to get free plants and equipment for the School. The collecting
box for your vouchers in School is
on the reception desk. Vouchers will
be issued on all purchases until 31
July.

MATHS CIRCLE
LECTURES

Wilson’s School Maths Circle

Magic, fantasy football
and seeing the future

How to use maths to save the world (and win at stuff)

March 26 2018, 4 – 5 pm
Wilson’s School Lecture Theatre

JACK TATTERSALL
Ministry of Justice

How do we stop modern slavery? Can we predict whether someone will
commit more crimes when they leave prison? Should you captain Harry
Kane or Mo Salah? These are some of the biggest questions facing the
country today.
Jack Tattersall, a statistician at the Ministry of Justice, is on hand to
show how you can solve them. Using a combination of maths and
psychology, he’ll talk about some of the cutting-edge work being done
by government analysts in these areas, and how you can get into a
maths-focused career in the Civil Service.

SPORTS NEWS
House Football
The end of term means the always enjoyable House football.
The Year 9s were the first in action on Thursday with Greencoat
winning the A tournament with player of the tournament Cassius
Hayman leading the way with five goals. Hayes were dominant
in the B team tournament, with captain Luke Griffiths influential
throughout.
House football took centre stage as well on Friday afternoon,
with the Year 7s, for the first time this year, playing against St
Dunstan’s Houses. It was a fantastic afternoon of football, which
included 16 teams, 46 goals and great fun. Well done to all
players who represented their Houses fantastically well.

Football Team of the Week

Special mention to all Houses in Year 7 who not only played
some good football against St Dunstan’s, but played the game
in great spirit and were a credit to the school. The 1st XI showed
character to get through their Sutton semi final in difficult weather
conditions and pitch. Team of the week is the U16As who despite
losing to John Fisher twice this year, reversed these results to
win 2-1 and reach their second successive Sutton Cup Final.
Well done to all the squad and Mr Cody.

Football Player of the Week

Bradley Lamptey and Henry Lu were both excellent for their
Houses playing against St Dunstans. Conrad Essilfie-Conduah
put in a complete performance for the 1st XI; his display was full
of commitment and he showed his quality to score Wilson’s only
goal with a sublime finish from outside the box. Hamish
Rennie-Carter made two match winning saves and Ademola
Lewis was a rock at the back for the U16As in their semi-final
win. But this week’s player of the week is Josh Fan who was
inspirational for the U16As in that semi-final.
Pictured left:
Player of the Week, Josh Fan

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Tuesday 13 March
Wilson’s vs Sutton (Sutton Cup)
U13A lost
1-2
Wilson’s vs John Fisher (Sutton Cup)
U16A won 2 - 1
Wednesday 14 March
Wilson’s vs Stanley Park (Sutton Cup)
1st XI won 9 - 8 (on penalties)
Friday 16 March
House Football Wilson’s vs. St. Dunstan’s
Each House Played 4 games
Brecon/Datchelor
Won 4 games: 3-0/ 2-1/ 2-1/5-0
Southwark
Won 4 games: 1-0/1-0/5-1/3-1
Camberwell/Hayes/Greencoat
Won 3 games/lost 1: 1-0/2-1/3-1/1-2
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Chess Results
National Cup, Regional Final
Wilson’s beat KCS Wimbledon
4–2
We have therefore qualified for the national
finals in early July

Pictured above: Year 9 Hayes Team

Surrey League
Wilson’s A beat KCS Juniors

5–1

Wilson’s B drew with KCS
Wimbledon A 				
					3 – 3
Wilson’s D beat KCS
Wimbledon B 		
10 - 2

Pictured above: Year 7 Southwark Team

Pictured above: Ademola Lewis

SPRING AT WILSON’S!
A record number of tickets were sold for this year’s Spring
Concert. Over 200 boys took part in the musical extravaganza, with the culmination of the evening being a performance of
Handel’s Zadok the Priest and, from his Coronation Anthems,
The King Shall Rejoice, ending with a lively double fugue set to
the word ‘Alleluia’. The elite Chamber Orchestra accompanied a
choir of over 90 students, and a series of very competent solos
enhanced the performance of Purcell’s Evening Service in G
Minor.
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the jazz and dance-like feel of the piece, and the Senior Orchestra brought the first half of the concert to a dramatic close
performing Beethoven’s Egmont Overture, and the lively Conga
del fuego Nuevo by Marquez; a real crowd-pleaser.

The concert also had many poignant moments, including the
very sensitive opening of the second half; the Chamber Choir
performed Guest’s For the Fallen to commemorate the centenary of the end of the conflict in World War I. In his vote of thanks,
Mr Cole took the opportunity to thank all those students for
There were numerous highlights, ranging from the electric perwhom this will be their last concert at Wilson’s. We thank them,
formance of a selection of highlights from Hairspray, which the
and all parents, staff and other students for all that they give to
Middle School Wind Band performed as the opening to the con- the Music Department at Wilson’s. It is the dedication, commitcert. Brass Chorale’s rendition of I Got Rhythm really harnessed ment, and good will of all involved that make evenings like this
such a special and exciting event.

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 16 April - TERM BEGINS 10.50
a.m.

•

Thursday 19 April - Y7 Parents’
Information Eve. (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 20 April - Y8 PFA Cake Sale (3.00
p.m.)

•

Monday 23 April - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 23 April - Prayer Group Meeting all welcome (8.00 p.m.)

•

Tuesday 24 April - Young Musician of the
Year Final (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 26 April - Concert Visit (7.00
p.m.)

•

Thursday 3 May - Wilson’s Got Talent
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Deputy Head’s Reminder
Holiday
A reminder that pupils do not have access
to the school during the holidays unless
there is a specific arrangement under the
supervision of a teacher.

BRAZILIAN JIU-JITSU
by Abdullah Ul Haq

I started Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu two years ago, after being convinced
by my uncle to try it out. It didn’t really appeal to me at first, but
I decided to persist for two weeks to see if that would change.
To my surprise I found myself enjoying and appreciating the
sport far more as I progressed and, eventually, I fell in love with
it. Despite this, I never imagined myself competing in the sport,
but as I trained, I noticed teammates around me competing,
and this piqued a curiosity in me as to what it would be like to
compete.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

During October last year, I took part in a competition in Harrow,
called the London Warrior’s cup. I lost my first match which
was disheartening, but the encouragement of my coach and
teammates kept me going. After meeting a three times world
champion in the sport, Cobrinha, who won five world championships in 2017, I realised that losing helps to improve us. His
motto is we fight to “improve not to prove.”
Following this, in February, my coach echoed this, when I
asked him whether I should compete in the Abu Dhabi Grand
Slam in London, and he asked me “Why not, what’s there to
lose?”. For this reason, I entered the Abu Dhabi Grand Slam,
which takes place once a year in the Copper Box Arena, one
of the venues that were used for the London Olympics. It is
one of the most prestigious Jiu Jitsu events in London. I trained
hard in the run-up to the competition, and managed to achieve
a silver medal. This was a bittersweet moment, as it felt good to
have got a silver medal, but it showed me that there was room
for improvement.

Rohan Suseelan, 7H
Rohan has been nominated for being the major
influence in organising the form room.
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SATRO SUCCESS!
After school on Thursday 22 March a team of six keen practical
problem solvers headed down to ACS Cobham International
school to represent Wilson’s in the key stage 4 division of the
SATRO problem solving competition. SATRO is a charitable
organisation that aim to get more students interested in STEM
careers through various events and activities, one of which is the
SATRO problem solving competition held for schools in Surrey.
Having sneaked through the heats at St Philomena’s School as
runners up last month, the team were keen to put in a strong
performance in the final. For the task in the final, they were given
90 minutes to design and build a device that could use a motor
to move along a 1.2m long zip wire angled slightly downwards
in the quickest time, turning itself off once it reached the end. All
this, using just the limited resources on their table. The group
worked together with remarkable creativity and teamwork to
produce an impressively fast run. After a nervous wait to total up
all the scores, the Wilson’s key stage 4 team were announced
winners with the highest score, not only in their age group, but of
all the 30 teams that were competing! They collected their prizes,
got to meet Jon Tickle (of Brainiac fame) and won an elegant
trophy, which they let Mr Carew-Robinson take home as it was
his birthday. It was a truly impressive performance and a very
well- deserved win.

Chinonso Oti, 8S
Chinonso has been nominated for finding
and returning a lost planner to its rightful
owner A good deed well done!

Pictured above: The students receive their award from Jon Tickle
KS4 team from left to right: Neo Tang, Evin Thavaratnam, Haris
Ashley, Koushikk Ayyappan, Jaciron Kamalathasan and Max
Locke.

ACTIVITIES DAY
YEAR 9 EGG DROP CHALLENGE

If you’re visiting
Woodcote Green
Garden Centre
over Easter, do
remember to ask
for the Schools’
vouchers at the
checkout. These
will enable us to
purchase more
resources for the Science department.

Great Eggpectations
The Egg Drop Challenge undertaken by the Year 9s on Activities
Day was all about the physics and engineering behind delivering
a given payload. Teams of 3 and 4 hard-boiled science students
were given the task of designing and testing a device that could
deliver an egg safely after being dropped from a height of 10
meters in the quickest time possible. Points were also awarded
for keeping the cost down as every material used came with a
price tag. As part of the planning process, teams had to use their
GCSE Physics to estimate the forces acting on the egg during
impact with the ground. It is no eggsaggeration to say this was
a challenging task especially given the windy conditions faced.
Many thought the task would be ‘over easy’ but only 4 teams
managed to deliver the egg with no cracks. This challenge provided students with the opportunity to enjoy a real-life application
of scientific principles in action. The competition was exceptionally close with two teams ending on the same number of points,
both with cracking designs. The winners of the contest were the
Brunel 2 team (Arman Choudhury, Aaron Gillett, Dmitri
Goverdovsky and Theo Horch) who won due to completing more
of their calculations correctly. No doubt future teams will try to
poach ideas from their winning design.

LIBRARY NEWS
Our Librarian has just put out over 40 new
books so why not borrow one to read over
the Easter holidays?
There are some new series:
Shannara- Terry Brooks
Marcus Didius Falco- Lindsey Davis
Front Lines- Michael Grant
Mysterious Benedict Society- Trenton Lee
Stewart
Pictured above: A fine example of Non Sibi Sed Omnibus during
an Activities Day trip.
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@ENGLISHREVISE
All Y11 pupils are advised to follow the English Department’s
new and extensive GCSE English revision account, @EnglishRevise.
There are hundreds of resources out there which purport to
be helpful. But lots of these simply look slick and instead do
not contain useful or checked content (“Mr Bruff”’s YouTube
clips are a good example of this).
This account is run by the English Department and will only
direct you to useful and valid resources. It already contains
links to resources on the Shakespeare texts, An Inspector
Calls, Poetry, A Christmas Carol, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and
the Language papers.
Please note we will not reply to any tweets sent to this
account!

Pictured above: The team with their winning design.

WOODCOTE GREEN
GARDEN CENTRE
VOUCHERS

Some continuations of old Series:
2 new Theodore Boone
5 Nights with Freddy
Assassin’s Creed
Please note there is now a book return
box at the top of the stairs outside the
main Library doors so that you can return
your books at any time quickly and easily!

THE WILSONIAN - 2016-17
The latest edition of The Wilsonian (for
2016-17) is available for download on
the web site (the link can be found under
What’s New on the home page). Hard copies can be ordered for £32.

SPORTS NEWS
U15 Rugby vs. Box Hill School - by Ollie Flowers

Football Team of the Week

SQUELCH! A massive knee smashes into the warm ground as Wilson’s
U15 begin their last match of the season. They had fallen victim to Box
Hill last season, and were determined to right the wrong; Wilson’s was
on the road to redemption.

The three teams competing for Wilson’s did the school proud with their
displays in the cup finals. The 1st XI dominated for large parts against
Sutton, but unfortunately couldn’t convert their chances. The U14As
and U16As share the award this week. The U14As put in a commanding performance in the semi final on Tuesday to beat Sutton 4 - 0 and
then went on to win the final on penalties with a determined performance. The U16As never gave up against Carshalton and battled back
from behind to win 2 - 1 after extra time.

The game starts with the relentless rucking and carrying of the forward
pack; James Benjamin in particular charges at the opposition like a rhino on the vast plain. This in turn allows the fast, fluid and frenetic backs
to work their magic. In this match, they were like Eddie Jones’ England
(pre- Six Nations meltdown). They executed moves with precision, the
delicate touch of Ollie Bottle (fly half) contrasting with the hard, no- nonsense attitude of Joe Chandler (inside centre).
Before long, Guy Thompson had run in two tries and was hungry for
a hat trick. If Guy Thompson is as good as he thinks he is, he is a hot
prospect in the rugby world. Pace, pass, power, the man’s got it all.
This showed in the scoreline, 12 - 0.
Kit Gikas mashed his way to the try line, leaving unbelievable scenes
at Wilson’s School: 19 - 0! Underdogs no more! Speaking of dogs, for
the remainder of the half, dogged defence was the name of the game.
Not dogged enough it seemed, Wilson’s had let one slip:
19 - 7 at half time. Could this be a repeat of last season?

Football Player of the Week
There were some fantastic performances during cup final week with
Reuel Thevananth leading the way with two penalty saves for the
U14As. Jacob Barker put in a man of the match performance in the
final full of energy and quality. For the U16As, Ademola Lewis and
Nathan Ferguson were outstanding together at the back in nullifying
Carshalton’s attacking threat. But this week’s player of the week goes
to Luca Stringer who showed courage and nerve to score the equaliser
from the spot last kick of the game; he has led the team brilliantly all
season and even more so in the final.
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Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Tuesday 20 March

Wilson’s vs Sutton (Sutton Cup)
U14A won 4 - 1
Wilson’s vs Glenthorne (Sutton Cup)
U12A lost 1 - 2

Wednesday 21 March
Wilson’s vs Glenthorne
2nd XI lost

0 - 6 (vs. 1st XI)

4th XI lost

1 - 6 (vs. 1st XI)

Thursday 22nd March
(Sutton Cup Finals)
1st XI lost
U16A won
U14A won
		

2 - 1 vs. Sutton
2 - 1 vs. Carshalton (AET)
5 - 4 vs Glenthorne (on
penalties (1 - 1 AET)

Saturday 24th March

Wilson’s vs Glyn (Block Friendly)
U15A lost 3 - 2
U15A lost 5 - 1
U14A drew 1 - 1
U13B lost 5 - 2
U12A lost 1 - 0
U12B lost 1 - 0

MOTM: Kit Gikas, for his tireless work in the loose and his mighty,
psychological presence: even when Kit isn’t playing, you just know he’s
there in spirit. They don’t make Number 8s like that anymore.

Wilson’s Update

Co-curricular Timetable

Wilson’s vs John Fisher

As the whistle blows for the second half, Ollie Bottle kicks off, and the
game is just as intense. This was the time for Harry Bowman to step
up. James Benjamin was the rhino, Harry was the gazelle. He glides
past a helpless defence and leaves Box Hill with dirt on their face. He
makes it look effortless. Things only got better from here on in. Two
tries conceded, but that didn’t matter, Wilson’s had heart, passion and
desire. The Rhino runs in for a try, and Thompson runs in for his third.
He was no longer hungry for the hat trick. His stomach had been satisfied. The rest of the game went like a blur, for Box Hill had fallen at the
hands of, possibly, the greatest team ever assembled: for any sport.

Pictured above: U14 Team of the Week

Pictured above: U15 Rugby Team

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Pictured above: U16 Team of the Week

